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FRONT COVER:  lot 252  - Exceptional French Fowling Piece

CARVELL’S AUCTIONS

Present our 37th Auction of over 450 quality lots of antique and modern firearms and accessories.

Featuring the fourth part  of the late Geoff Dreadon estate collection, as well as other important collec-

tions .  Including a large estate collection of swords, Flintlock and Percussion English handguns.   Plus the

first part of one of the most extensive Cartridge Board collections in Australasia.  Many of these items

have not been offered for sale in over forty years.
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We would like to dedcate this auction to the memory of Ray Carvell.

Who sadly passed away suddenly in February of this year. His contri-

butions to this auction business and the collecting fraternity will be

greatly missed.  We would also like to thank everyone for their sup-

port and kind thoughts.
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1 - NOSLER BULLET BOARD
A framed 19"x12" buff back ground bullet board  with
Nosler logo & hunting scene. 55 Different rifle projectiles,
dated 1977.  V.G.C.

2 - SAKO BULLET BOARD
A Finish Sako 17"x12"  bullet board. Green background with
company logo. 43 Different rifle & pistol projectiles.  V.G.C.

3 - VALMET MAGAZINE
A 30 round plastic magazine for the Finish Valmet M76
.223 rifle.  Ex.C.

4 - AK DRUM MAGAZINE
A Romanian 75 round drum magazine for the AK47 rifle.
Metalwork has most original finish.  V.G.C.

5 - AR15 MAGAZINES
A Colt brand AR15/M16 .223 cal magazines. All Colt marked
with thinning original finish.  G.C.

6 - 3 STEN MAGAZINES
3 30 Round magazines for the British military Sten 9mm
SMG, retain most black paint finish. V.G.W.O.& C.

7 - AK47 MAGAZINE
A 40 round Eastern European, most likely Romanian or
Bulgarian waffle plastic magazine for the AK47 rifle. Will
not fit the Chinese 56S.  Exc.C.

8 - MINI 14 MAGAZINE
A 40 round .223 cal magazine for the Ruger Mini 14 or
Ranch rifle. Has been refinished & some minor pitting
inside a few of the ribs. Otherwise G.C.

9 - NO.1V RIFLE
A British military No.1V .303 cal bolt action rifle. 25"
Barrel, ordnance marked & Long Branch 1942. Retains
most original blue with battle sights. V.G. original wood-
work complete with sling. V.G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

10 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE
A Swedish Mauser 6.5x55mm bolt action rifle. 30" Barrel,
the receiver marked Crown Gustaff & dated 1917. Metal-
work retains most original blue, good original woodwork,
complete with rod. G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

11 - PRACTICE BAYONET
A scarce Swedish military simulated bayonet, blued metal
with Swedish military markings, original wooden stock.
Ex.W.O.& C.  N.L.R.

12 - SWEDISH 1907 PISTOL
A Swedish military Model 1907 9mmL S/auto pistol. 5"
Barrel, the slide marked Husquvarna etc. Metalwork has
near all its original scarce high polish finish. Excellent
original Crown marked grips. Ex.W.O.& C.  B/C.L.R.

13 - STEYR  HAHN  PISTOL
An Austrian Steyr  Hahn M1917 9mm Steyre cal S/auto pistol.
5" Barrel, slide marked Steyre 1917. Metalwork has most original
blue, thinning slightly. V.G. original chequered wooden grips.
V.G.W.O.& C.  B/C.L.R.

14 - BROWNING BUCKMARK PISTOL
A Browning Buckmark .22LR cal pistol. 5 1/2" Barrel,
receiver fitted with adjustable sights. Metalwork has most
original thinning blue, with a few minor scratches on the
barrel. V.G.C. original hard rubber grips, complete with box
& spare magazine. G.W.O.& C.  B/C.L.R.

15 - S&W M686 REVOLVER
A S&W Model 686 .357 cal 6 shot revolver. 6" Barrel with S&W
address, all  stainles steel metalwork. V.G. Pachmayer rubber
grips. V.G.W.O.& C.  B/C.L.R.

16 - REPRODUCTION REMINGTON REVOLVER
A reproduction Remington New Model Army percussion
revolver. Italian made by Armi  San Paolo. 8" Barrel,
44 cal. metalwork has most original blue, V.G.C. original
wood grip.   V.G.W.O.& C.  B /C.L.R.

17 - POWDER HORN BO0K
Engraved Powder Horns by N.Swayze. 235 Pages of illus-
trated early American horns, excellent reference work,
now out of print. V.G.C.

18 - WM. LOCKE BOOK
The William Locke collection book by Berriman etc. Ex-
cellent reference work on Colts, Remingtons and many
other obscure U.S. makers. Hard gold embossed cover, Ex-
cellent reference work, 560 pages, now out of print. V.G.C.

19 - GUN MAKERS BOOK
Gunmakers of London 1350-1850 & supplement edition
book by Blackmore. Excellent reference work, both hard
cover, dust cover & slip case Aproximately 200 pages
each.  V.G.C.

20 - 6 GUN BOOKS
6 Various gun books on hunting and collecting,  including
Harrods Casino Las Vegas.  G.C.

21 - POWDER HORN
A good quality Arabinan powder horn made from a bulls
horn. Aproximately 60cm long, very deorated on both
ends in brass. G.C.

22 - BLUNDERBUS PISTOL
A Balkan/Arab flintlock blunderbus pistol. 12" Barrel with
flatened bell muzzle decorated with gold scroll pattern, scroll
engraved lock. The stock with mother of pearl  decoration &
with shell pattern steel butt cap. Metalwork with grey original
patina.  G.W.O.& C.  N.L.R.

23 - ARABIAN F/L PISTOL
A genuine antique not bazaar Arabian/Mediteranean pistol.
13" browned barrel with some scroll work, the lock
engraved, brass trigger guard, finial & butt cap. Woodwork
has leather wrapped repair on grip and a bit broken round
the lock.  G.C.  N.L.R.

24 - ARABIAN DOG LOCK PISTOL
A genuine antique, not bazaar Mediteranean doglock flint-
lock pistol. 10" Steel Barrel with very little finish, brass
full length stock with scroll work. G.C.   N.L.R.

25 - FLARE PISTOL
A British/N.Z. military W.W.1. period brass flare pistol. 6"
Brass barrel with  trumpet end marked with NZ. & dated
1918. British military proofed & makers name Webley &
Scott etc. Excellent original hard rubber grips. Ex.C.  N.L.R.

26 - MINI 14 MAGAZINE
A 20 round magazine for the .223 Ruger Mini 14 or Ranch
rifle. Metalwork retains most original blue.  V.G.C.

27 - MINI 14 MAGAZINE
A 30 round magazine for the Ruger .223 Mini 14. Retains
most original blue allover. G.C.
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28 - RUGER MINI 14
A U.S. Ruger Mini 14 .223 cal S/auto rifle. 18" Barrel in
stainless steel as is the receiver. Fitted with aftermarket
scope blocks, rail & rings plus Leupold 4 power scope. The
scope has many scratches but is clear, wooden stock has
several dings & scratches otherwise G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

29 - TYPE 56 RIFLE
A Chinese norinco ype 56 7.62 x 39 cal AK 47 S/auto
rifle. 16 1/2" Barrel with flash hider & bayonet lug. The
metalwork in V.G.C. with near all its original finish, early
brown plastic woodwork. Inclues 30 round magazine.
V.G.W.O.& C.  E.L.R.

30 - LONG TOM RIFLE
A British military Enfield .303 bolt action rifle. 25" Barrel
with original sights. Metalwork with thin original blue,
metal intact except for lobbing sights. Original woodwork
has had 2" shortened off the forend, otherwise G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.

31 - REMINGTON SHOTGUN
A U.S. Remington Wingmaster 12 gauge shotgun. 18 1/2"
Barrel with cylinder bore, 2 3/4" chamber, metalwork has
thinning orginal blue allover. Woodwork is cracked on forend
otherwise complete.  G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

32 - MARTINI SHOTGUN
An English Martini action 12 gauge S/shot shotgun. 30"
Barrel, metalwork wih dark original patina. Good original
woodwork missing the forend cap. G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

33 - CCI/SPEER BULLET BOARD
Wooden frame with painted print, background showing
Mols, transporting mining equipment in the 1860’s. Fea-
tures 56 mounted bullets, 70cm wide x 34cm.  V.G.C.

34 - WINCHESTER WESTERN BULLET BOARD
Features logo  cowboy with 45 rifles, projectiles & 16
pistols. Brown & black wooden frame circa 1978, Win-
chester shipping logo on back. 50cm high 34cm wide. V.G.C.

35 - NORMA BULLET BOARD
A Swedish Norma wood & plastic bullet board with plastic
moulded tray with Norma logo & hunting scenes. Contains
49 brass rifle & pistol cases round the edge. Plus 82 projec-
tiles in circle design, circa 1980. Wooden frame 50cm x
50cm. V.G.C.

36 - WCF AMMO
A full packet of Kynoch brand 44.40 ammo (50rounds) for lever
action rifles & revolver. Yellow & red packet. V.G.C. A.L.R.

37 - .32 COLLECTORS AMMO
A 50 round packet of Winchester brand .32 cal revolver
ammo. circa 1920. Green label with orange sides, the packet
is scruffy & somewhat held together with tape, otherwise
G.C.  A.L.R.

38 - WINCHESTER 38 COLLECTOR AMMO
An early packet of Winchester 38 Smith & Wesson re-
volver ammo for the Victory or Webley etc, Contains 50
rounds, purple label. Box has split on the bottom seam
otherwise G.C.  A.L.R.

39 - ROSSI 58 REVOLVER
A Brazlian Rossi stainless steel .38 special cal revolvre. 4"
Barrel & frame in stainless steel. Metalwork in V.G.C. with
only a few scratches. Complete with original grips. VG-
ExWOC

40 - ROSSI .357 REVOLVER
A Brazilian Rossi Model 971 .357 cal D/action revolver. 4" Barrel
with full underlug & adjustgable rear sight. Metalwork has all
original blue, complete with original grips & box. Ex.W.O.& C.
B/C.L.R.

41 - GLISENTI REVOLVER
An Italian military Glisenti revolver. 4 1/4" Barrel in
10.35mm cal dated 1925 on frame. Metalwork has most
original blue allover with minor pin prick pitting in parts.
V.G.C. original wooden grips with lanyard. V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

42 - BELGUIM REVOLVER
A .380 cal Belgium copy of a S&W system top Break
revolver. 4 1/4" Barrel marked Michel. The metalwork has
thin original blue  & grey patina allover. Good condition
wooden grips with lanyaard.  G.W.O.& C.  B/C.L.R.

43 - S&W M&P REVOLVER
A U.S. military & police .38 S&W cal 6 shot revolver. 5"
Barrel marked Smith & Wesson & address. Metalwork has
most original finish with minor pin pricking marks in parts.
Good original wood grips.  G-V.G.W.O.& C.   B/.L.R.

44 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
A Browning Model 1910 .32 cal S/auto pistol. 3" Barrel
with Belgium address. Metalwork has most original finish,
thinning on the slide. V.G.C. original grips, complete with
spare magazine.  G.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

45 - NAGANT CARBINE
A Polish model 1944 Nagant carbine. 21" 7.62x54R cal
barrel with original sights. The metalwork retains most
original finish & dated 1953. V.G. original woodwork com-
plete with original sling.  V.G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

46 - LEE ENFIELD NO.1V RIFLE
A British military Lee Enfield No.1V MK1* rifle. 25"
Barrel, 303 cal with original sights. Metalwork marked
Long Branch & dated 1943. Metalwork has most black
paint finish. V.G.C. woodwork dated 41. and complete with
original sling & blade type bayonet with polished finish for
parade use, & with scabbard. Marked No.1X MK1.
V.G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

47 - STEYR 95 RIFLE
An Austrian S teyr Model 1895 sraight pull bolt action
military rifle. 29" 8mm Barrel with original sights and
bayonet lug. Metalwork has most original finish, marked
Budapest M95 on the ring. V.G.C. original woodwork, com-
plete with sling. Also includes 4 Nazi marked stripper clips
& packet of Hornady amm  A.L.R.

48 - LEE ENFIELD NO.1V RIFLE
A British military Lee Enfield No.1V MK1* bolt action
rifle. 25" Barrel, .303 cal with original sights. Metalwork
has most original finish & is marked Long Branch & dated
1943. V.G.C. original woodwork complete with sling &
spike bayonet with scabbard.  V.G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

49 - L1A1 S/A RIFLE
A British  Military “SLR” L1A1 7.62 cal S/auto rifle. 23"
Barrel with flash hider. Metalwork has traces of original
finish with dark grey patina marked AD for Lithgow &
dated 61. Fitted with plack plastic furniture, 20 round magazine
& sling.  G.W.O.& C.  E.L.R.

50 - BRITISH SERVICE LEE BOOK
An excellent reference work & now out of print. Covers
the Lee Metford & Lee Enfield rifles & carbines from
1880-1980 by  Skennerton. Large format black & white
photos, hard cover, 409 pages.  V.G.C.
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51 - BRITISH SNIPER BOOK
Covers British & Commonwealth sniping equipment 1915-1983.
Black & white photos, large format hard cover, 265 pgs. V.G.C.

52 - ENFIELD & MACHINE GUN BOOKS
The U.S. Enfield by Ian Skennerton. Small format hard
cover 187 pages, black & white photos. Plus, 100 Years of
Australian Service Machineguns. Soft cover & small for-
mat, 121 pages. V.G.C.

53 - ANTIQUE FIREARMS BOOK
By Frederick Wilkinson covering many different types of an-
tique firearms in good detail. Printed in 1969 small format with
black & white photos. 255 pages. G.C.

54 - 2 GUN BOOKS
Flintlock Guns & Rifles by Wilkinson, 80 pages black &
white photos. Gun Collectors Fact book by Steinwedel, 217
pages both small format & with black & white photos.
V.G.C.

55 - BOXLOCK PISTOL
A sidehammer 50 bore boxlock pistol by Beattie of Lon-
don. 3 3/8" Barrel marrked with makers name & London.
Hammer & boxlock is scroll engraved. Metalwork has dark grey
overall patina with traces of original finish. V.G.C. chequered
origiinal woodwork with silver escutcheon. G.W.O.& C.  N.L.R.

56 - TIPPING & LAWDEN PISTOL
A percussion 19 bore side hammer boxlock overcoat S/shot
percussion pistol. 4 3/4" Barrel with captive ramrod &
marked Tipping & Lawdon London. Scroll engraved lock,
back strap & hammer. Metalwork has been buffed at some
time & has some minor pitting. V.G.C. chequered wood-
work with silver escutcheon engraved WB & has cap box
underneath. G.W.O.& C.  N.L.R.

57 - TRANSITIONAL REVOLVER
An English Webley 80 bore percussion Transitional re-
volver, 5"octagonal barrel. 6 Shot cylinder wih D/action
trigger, scroll engraved on the action, backstrap &
triggerguard. Bimingham proof on barrel. Metalwork has
grey patina with some pitting in parts, mainly trigger guard
& bolt. Good original chequered grips. G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

58 - TRANTER REVOLVER
A 4th Model 80 bore S/action  percussion revolver. 4 1/2"
Hexagonal barrel marked with retailers name J.C.Sturk,
Torquay on top strap. Metalwork has quite a lot of original
blue allover, thinning on the edges & cylinder. Also scroll
engraved on frame, barrel & triggerguard. Good condition
original chequered grips. V.G.W.O.& C.  N.L.R.

59 - ADAMS REVOLVER
A Beaumont Adams 120 bore percussion D/action revolver.
4 1/4" Octagonal barrel with London proofs, frame marked
Adams patent etc. Top strap marked Lieutenant Blackburn
from his friends. Metalwork has dark patina overall with
some original finish. V.G.C. original chequered wooden grips.
G-V.G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

60 - SWISS SHORT SWORD
A Swiss military Hanger sword circa 1857. 23" Curved
blade with age patina & makers name. The all brass grip &
knuckle bow maarked H.Werder & dated 1857. Complete
with brass mounted black leather scabbard with frog. G.C.

61 - DIPLOMATIC SWORD
An English Diplomats court sword by Hill Bros London.
32" Double edged spear point blade that is fully engraved &
with Victorian cypher & trophy. Small  brass knuckle bow, gilt
brass beaded grip & guard. Circa 1840.  VGC

62 - SMALL SWORD
A German brass hilt small sword, 31" elliptical rapier type
blade with orb & cross mark along both fullers. Gold gilded
brass shell guards with classical heads on both upper & lower
guards. Single rectangular brass knuckle bow, original wood
core grip with copper wire binding. No scabbard. Circa 1720.
V.G.C.

63 - SAKO FINNBEAR RIFLE
A very good quality Finnish Sako Finnbear L61R bolt action
sporting rifle. 25" .375 magnum cal barrel with adjustable sights
marked Sako etc. Action milled for Sako type mags & marked
L67R. The metalwork has most original finish allover. V.G.C. origi-
nal wood stock fitted with swivels & rubber butt pad.  V.G.W.O.&
C.   A.L.R.

64 - SAKO RIFLE
A very good quality Finish Sako model 98 30.06 cal bolt
action sporting rifle. 25" Barrel with open sights, barrel
marked Sako. The action is fitted with Weaver type scope
bases. Metalwork has most original blue finish allover. V.G.
chequered wooden stock with hinged magazine floorplate
& sling swivels fitted.  V.G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

65 - BROWNING A5 SHOTGUN
A nice quality Belgium made Browning A5 automatic 12
gauge shotgun.  26 1/2" Full choke barrel marked FN with
Belgium address & marked Browning on receiver. Metal-
work has near all its original blue. Excellent original wood-
work. Hard to find a better example of this now classic shotgun.
Ex.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

66 - MK11 STEN GUN
A British military 9mm cal MK11 Sten S.M.G. Marked
Sten MK 11 on magwell, also British military marked.
Metalwork has part grey, part black paint finish. Correct
metal curved stock, also has front sight which is not at-
tached to the gun together with a 32 round magazine.
V.G.W.O.& C.   ALR

67 - MK111 STEN GUN
A British military MK111 9mm cal Sten SMG  8 1/2"
Barrel with peep sight, mag well marked Sten M.G. MKI11
& British military marked. Complete with 32 round maga-
zine. V.G.W.O.& C.   C.L.R.

68 - STEN MAGAZINES
2 32 Round mags for the 9mm Sten SMG, both have most
finish. V.G.C.

69 - STEN GUN GRIP
A blued steel metal rear pistol grip for the British military
9mm Sten SMG.  V.G.C.

70 - MP34 MAGAZINES
2 Nazi marked 32 9mm magazines for the German miliary
Bergman 9mm SMG.  V.G.C.

71 - S&W M&P REVOLVER
A U.S. S&W military & police model 38 S&W cal D/action re-
volver. 5 3/4" Barrel marked S&W etc, metalwork has most fin-
ish & has a jeweled finish on the frame. Good condition original
wood grips.  G-VGWO&C   B/CLR

72 - WEBLEY MKV1 REVOLVER
A British military .455 cal revolver. 6" Barrel, British mili-
tary marked etc. Metalwork has traces of original blue with
dark patina Excellent original grips. G.W.O.& C. B/C.LR.
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73 - VICTORY REVOLVER
A U.S. S&W made Victory revolver. 5" 38 S&W cal barrel with
fixed sights. British and regimentaly marked, also marked
U.S.Property & makers name. The metalwork has most original
parkerised finish. V.G.C. original wood grips. V.G.W.O.& C.   B/
C,L.R.

74 - BROWNING M1910 PISTOL
A FN Browning Model 1910 .32 cal pistol. 3/21" Barrel,
slide marked FN etc. Metalwork has most original blue,
thinning on edges & with several scratches. The original
hard rubber grips show some wear.  G.W.O.& C.   C.L.R.

75 - COLT DRAGOON  PISTOL
A modern Colt re issue of the 3rd model Dragoon percus-
sion revolver. 7" .44 Cal Barrel marked Colt with New
York address. The metalwork has all its original bright blue
finish, Cavalry scene on the cylinder plus bright case
colours. Brass trigger guard & back strap which is marked
Sam Colt. Excellent original wood grips. Complete in its
original wooden case with flask & mould. As new.
Ex.W.O.& C.      B/C.L.R.

76 - COLT 1860 ARMY
A modern Colt made re-issue of the famous 1860 Army
percussion revolver. 7" .44 cal barrel marked Colt with
New York address, metalwork has all its original bright blue
& clear case colours allover. Cylinder scene is excellent,
brass trigger guard & excellent wooden grips. Complete
with original cardboard box. As new. Ex.W.O.& C. BCLR.

77 - SALESMAN  SAMPLE BOX
A Brown leather box containing 6 inert shotgun cartridges
for French manufacturer Gevelot. 4 Wax cardboard 12G, 1
steel case 12G & a .410 cartridge. Box is felt lined. V.G.C.
N.L.R

78 - AMMO SALESMAN SAMPLE
A black leather-bound box containing 12 12G shotgun car-
tridges for Italian ammunition maker Fiocchi. 4 Cardboard
the remaing are plastic all are inert. Ex.C.

79 - SALESMANS SAMPLE BOX
An ammunition salesman’s sample box for Italian maker
Marfiginoni. Green cardboard flip open box 13x9cm, con-
tains 4 plastic case 12g empty cartridges and 1 cardboard,
circa 1970’s.  V.G.C.  NLR

80 - WEATHERBY SALESMAN SAMPLE
A inert Weatherby rifle cartridges nicely set in emerald green
translucent perspex. From .224 to 460 caliber. 20-5 x 14 cm high
with Weatherby logo on top left. Plus “Symbol of Superiority”
below.  Ex.C.

81 - THOMSON CENTER PLAQUE
An attractive translucent blue octagonal bullet plaque/board.
set in this 20cmx20cm perspex octagonal are 19 inert
cartridges for the Thomson center pistol Plus a small brass
model of a pistol. In the centre is the TC TC logo with edition #5
beneath. Circa 1989.  Ex.C

82 - WEATHERBY AMMUNITION S/MAN SAMPLE
A salesmans sample bullet plaque. 9 inert Weatherby  rifle
cartridges set in clear perspex from.224 thru to 378 &
460, 19cm x 12cm with Weatherby logo top left & “to-
morrows rifles today” underneath.  Ex.C.  N.L.R.

83 - DAKOTA ARMS SALESMAN SAMPLE
A wooden board containing 6 Dakoia Arms Inc. inert rifle
cartridges. 7mm thru to 450 cal 16 1/2cm x 16 1/2cm in
size with Dakota Arms logo recessed in the wood. Ex.C. N.L.R.

84 - TRANTER ROOK RIFLE
A Tranters patent .38 long cal (converted from .32) S/shot Rook
rifle. 21" Octagonal barrel with flip up sights marked with retail-
ers name on top of barrel “Wilkes Leeds & Bradford”, Birming-
ham proof marks underneath. Metalwork has much  original
blue finish thiinning in parts. V.G.C. chequered walnut stock.
V.G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

85 - MARTINI ACTION ROOK RIFLE
A .297/.250 cal Martini action S/shot rook rifle. 25" Barrel
missing front sight, flat top marked with retailers name
W.C.Andrews London plus caliber info on the side and
Birmingham proof marks. Metalwork has most finish on
the barrel & traces of finish on the borderline engraved
action. V.G.C. original straight cut chequered stock with
horn forend cap.  G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

86 - HENRY ROOK RIFLE
A good quality English 280 cal Rook rifle by A.Henry of
Edinburgh. 26" Octagonal barrel with makers name and
address. Under lever S/shot action with ejector. Metalwork
has most original finish on the barrel and thinning round
the receiver. V.G.C. Tiger striped walnut stock with silver plates
eitherside of the hand grip & also chequered with horn tip.
V.G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

87 - BRUNSWICK PERCUSSION  RIFLE
A very scarce British military pattern 1837 Brunswick
percussion rifle. 30" Danascus twist round barrel with
Brunswick 2 groove rifling & with correct leaf sight &
ordnance marked.  The back action lock marked with faint
Crown with ordnance marks & dated 1842. All brass furni-
ture & with original hinged brass patch box. Metalwork
with dark original patina, complete with original rod &
bayonet bar. One of the earliest British military rifles.
V.G.W.O.& C.   N.L.R.

88 - PAT.1853 3 BAND RIFLE
A British/N.Z. military pattern 1853 3 band percussion
.577 cal rfle. 36" Ordnance marked barrel, the lock marked
Crown VR Enfield & dated 1859. The brasss tang marked
N.Z with issue No. The barrel has been reblued some time
ago. V.G. original woodwork with varnish. Complete with
original ramrod & original brown leather sling. G.W.O.& C.
NLR

89 - PATTERN 1861 CARBINE
A British/N.Z.  military pattern 1861 .577 cal percussion
carbine. 23" Barrel, ordnance marked and with correct 3
leaf sight. The lock marked Crown VR & 1863 Tower.
Metalwork has VG dark patina, all brass furniture. The butt
tang marked N.Z. & with issue number. V.G. original wood-
work complete with original rod. Hard to find. V.G.W.O.&C.
NLR

90 - PATTERN 1853 RIFLE
A British military pattern 1853  .577 cal percussion rifle.
39" Barrel, ordnance marked,the lock marked Crown VR
1863 & LAC (London Armory Contract) The metalwork
has dark original patina, V.G. original woodwork marked
with faint stock mark & stamped 30 Kings St & with
untouched patina. All brass furniture, has regimental marks
on the butt tang. Complete with swivels & original rod.
V.G.W.O.&.C.   N.L.R.

91 - SIMSON  PISTOL
A very good quality German Simson Model 1927 .25 cal
S/auto pocket pistol. 2" Barrel, the metalwork has nearly
all its original bright blue  & marked with makers name etc.
Excellent original hard rubber grips with stylised Simson on
them.  Ex.W.O.&.C.   C.L.R.
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92 - WALTHER M9 PISTOL
A good quality German Walther M9 .25cal pocket pistol.
2" Barrel, slide marked with Walther banner on one side &
address on the other. Metalwork has most original finish,
thinning n parts on the slide. Excellent original .hard rub-
ber grips with Walther logo on  left side & 6.35 on the
right.  V.G.W.O.&.C.   C.L.R.

93 - DICTATOR PIST OL
A scarce Belgium SBF Dictator model .25 cal pistol. 2 14"
Barrel, slide .marked with makers name & address. Metal-
work has nearly all its original .blue, original hard rubber
grips. Circa 1910-1914.  V.G.W.O.&.C.   C.L.R.

94 - EXPRESS M1920 PISTOL
A scarce .25 cal Express brand pocket pistol, 2" barrel,
metalwork has most original blue finish. VGC original hard
rubber chequered grips wth logo.  V.G.W.O.&.C.  C.L.R.

95 - BERETTA M34 PISTOL
An Italian military Beretta Model 1934 pistol. 3 1/4"
.32ACP cal pistol, instead of the more common .380 cal.
The metalwork has most original finish all over, but has
had the markings removed on the frame & trigger, dated
1942. V.G. original hard rubber grips. V.G.W.O.& C.   C.L.R.

96 - VICKERS MACHINE GUN
A W.W.1. period Vickers .303 cal belt fed machinegun. 25"
Barrel with fluted water jacket, the metalwork has most
original blue finish, thining in parts. Broad arrow marked.
Produced in the Erith Faction 1918. Includes original brass
& steel ground mount. Complete with crate, hose & spare
grips. A very good example of a hard to find machine gun.
V.G.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

97 - MK1 BREN L.M.G.
A British/N.Z. military W.W.2. MK1 .303 cal light ma-
chine gun. 24" Barrel with original sight & carry handle. The
receiver marked Bren MK1, also Inglis Manufacture & dated
941. N.Z. military marked. Metalwork has nearly all its original
blue finish. V.G. original woodwork with early plain regimental
disc. Also includes bipod & packing crate with spare barrel &
cleaning  brushes. Hard to find a better original example.
Ex.W.O.& C.   C.L.R.

98 - BREN AIRCRAFT GRIP
A wooden rear grip for aircraft use with the British military
Bren machine gun.  Ex.C.

99 - BREN SLINGS
A British military green canvas sling for the Bren M.G.
Ex.C.

100 - BREN BAG
A British military green canvas barrel bag for the Bren
LMG.  V.G.C.

101 - BREN MAGAZINES
2 20 Round magaxines for the .303 cal Bren LMG. retain
most overal finish.  V.G.C.

102 - VICKERS BARREL COVER
A Brown canvas barrel water jacket cover for the British
military Vickers MG. W.W.2. era.  V.G.C.

103 - VICKERS FORE GRIP
A wooden fore grip with finger grooves for the British
military Bren LMG.   V.G.C.

104 - VICKERS MACHINE GUNNERS VEST
A scarce W.W.2.  British/Australian Vickers machine
gunners vest. Khaki wool with leather shoulder pads &
Australian military buttons.  V.G.C.

105 - VICKERS WATER CONTAINER
A 2 gallon water container for the Vickers MG repainted
in army green, & dated 1942 complete with original gun
filler spout & retaining chain. No rust or pitting. Ex.C.

106 - VICKERS COOLANT HOSE
An original reb rubber coolant hose for the Vickers MG.
Complete with brass hose ferrel & gun attachment fitting
as issued, possibly W.W.1. A rare accessory for the Vickers
MG & seldom seen.  Ex.C.

107 - VICKERS AMMO BOX & AMMO
Complete with a 250 round belt containing 250 live rounds
of .303 dated 1941. Original box marked “Box Belt
Ammunition.MG.No.8 MK1. complete with original green
paintwork without dings or scratches, 2 leather handles &
retaining clips, 1 leather tab broken, otherwise Ex.C. A.L.R.

108 - VICKERS OIL CAN
Large nickel plated oil can with brass filler cap, spout &
stopper with brass retaining chain. straight slight dent in
top by filler, otherwise original condition. Seldom offered
for sale. V.G-Ex.

109 - STAR 22 PISTOL
A Spanish made Star 22RF s/auto pistol. 6" Barrel, the slide
marked Star etc. Metalwork has most original blue with
some minor blemishes. Excellent original Star marked grips.
B/C.L.R.

110 - STAR 32 PISTOL
A Spanish Star .32 ACP cal S/auto pistol. The slide marked
Star etc. The metalwork  has near all its original bright blue. V.G.
original Star marked grips.  Ex.W.O.& C.  B/C.L.R.

111 - BERETTA 9MM PISTOL
An Italian Beretta M92S 9mm pistol. 4 3/4" Barrel, the
slide marked Beretta etc. The metalwork has most original
blue with some minor holster wear. V.G. original Beretta
marked grips, complete with original box. V.G.W.O.& C.
B/C.L.R.

112 - HUSQUVARNA PISTOL
A Swedish Model 1907 Husquvarna S/auto pistol. 5" 9mm
Browning long cal barrel. Metalwork has nearly all  its
original blue finish & is marked with makers name etc on
the slide. V.G. original hard rubber grips, complete with
original brown leather holster.   Ex.W.O.& C.   B/C.L.R.

113 - WALTHER M7 PISTOL
A German Walther M7 .32 cal S/auto pistol. 3 1/2" Barrel
with fixed sights, metalwork is heavily pitted on slide &
barrel. G.C. Grips.  P.C.  C.L.R.

114 - LONG TOM RIFLE
A British/NZ military .303 cal Long Tom bolt action Enfield
rifle. 30" Barrel with adjustable sights marked BSA & dated
1896, also LE1. Metalwork has most original blue finish.
V.G.C. original stock with clear London stock marking &
marked N.Z. on brass butt plate.  V.G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

115 - MARTINI HENRY RIFLE
A British/NZ military Matini Henry rifle. 32" Barrel
with adjustable sights in 577/450 cal with Martini S/shot
action. The action marked London Small Arms Company
1886 then London proof mark & 111 then 1. Also N.Z.
military marked on the barrel, metalwork has thin original
blue allover. V.G.C. original woodwork with clear stock
markings.  V.G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.
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116 - LEE ENFIELD NO.3 RIFLE
A British/NZ military W.W.1. Lee Enfield SMLE No.111*.
25" Barrel with adjustable sights, metalwork retains most
original finish & is marked London Small Arms Co & dated
1918 SHT LE 111*. N.Z. military marked on the barrel,
good original stock with some dings and with Regimental
disc brass butt plate & sling. V.G.W.O & C.   A.L.R.

117 - 1903 SPRINGFIELD RIFLE
A U.S. military Model 1903 MK1 rifle. 25" 30.06 cal
barrel with original sights & bayonet lug. The ring marked
U.S. Springfield Armoury MK1. Metalwork has nearly all
its original finish. V.G.C. original woodwork, complete with
sling swivels & fitted with Garand type green canvas sling.
Ex.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

118 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE
A M/96 Swedish 6.5x55 cal military Mauser bolt action
rifle. 30" Barrel with adjustable sights marked Carl Gustaf
& dated 1908 on the ring. The metalwork has nearly all
its original blue finish, except on the butt plate. V.G.C.
original woodstock with slings, missing brass disc.
V.G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

119 - REVOLVER BOOKS
3 Volumes of Taylersons book The Revolver, 1st volume
from 1818-1860, 2nd 1865-1888, the 3rd 1889-1914.
Black & white photos, hard cover, 300-350 pages each.
Now out of print.  V.G.C.

120 - WORLD OF GUNS BOOK
A good general book on the developement of the gun, its
various uses & types. Large format black & white & colour
photos, now out of print. 130 Pages.  V.G.C.

121 - ENGLISH GUNMAKERS BOOK
Covers the Birmingham gun trade in the 18th & 19th
century by Bailey & Nie.  Medium format 127 pages with
a few illustrations.   VG-ExC.

122 - PAIR FRENCH D/B F/L PISTOLS
A plair of French D/barrel F/lock carriage pistols. 5 1/2"
Barrels with etched damascus twist, early rounded banana
shaped lock plates with matching hammers. The metal-
work with grey original patina, all brass furniture with
border line engraving. The brass skull crusher type butt
caps wih flower decoration. V.G. original woodwork with
relief carving in the French manner with flowers etc &
with dark age patina.  V.G.W.O.& C.   N.L.R.

123 - DRAGOON PISTOLS
A nice quality pair of pattern 1776 Dragoon flintlock
pistols.  9" Round Barrels aproximately .62 cal marked
Cornhill London & with London proof marks. The lock
plates marked E&W Bond. The metalwork has dark grey
patina, brass triggerguards, butt cap, ram rod guides and
escutcheons. V.G.C. full stock woodwork with a crack on
one in front of the lock plate. Complete with original horn
tipped cleaning rods. Together with a red lined open top
box.  V.G.W.O.& C.   N.L.R.

124 - WEBLEY-BENTLEY REVOLVER
A rare & desirable Webley-Bentley open frame percussion
revolver.  4 3/4" Octagonal  554 bore barrel, D/action
hammerless system with safety & 5 shot cylinder. The
metalwork has some scroll engraving on the frame &
triggerguard, thumb sccrew takedown system. Traces of
thin original blue, good crisp action & V.G. original
wooden chequered grip.  N.L.R.

125 - BEAUMONT ADAMS REVOLVER
A good quality English 54 bore Beaumont Adams percus-
sion D/action revolver. 5 5/8" Octagonal barrel with Lon-
don proof marks. the topstrap marked with makers name
London Armoury. The frame marked Adams Patent Etc.
The metalwork has dark metal patina with some traces of
original blue on the frame around the safety. V.G.C original
chequered wood grips. Circa 1856. G-V.G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

126 - SAWBACK PERCUSSION PISTOL
An un-named English percussion saw back handle S/shot pis-
tol. 5 1/8" 26 Bore octagonal steel barrel, the belt hook & cock
are also steel. All have traces of original finish   with a combina-
tion  of  brown & grey paina. Sawback handle, triggerguard &
ramrod  guide are brass, London proof above the triggerguard.
Some dings in the brass, complete with original  captive ramrod,
action at fault otherwise G.C.  N.L.R.

127 - DIPLOMATIC SWORD
An English diplomatic sword by Jones of London. 32" Flat
oval speer point fully etched blade marked J.Jones & Co.
33 St.James Square. Gilt  brass grip with small knuckle bow
& turned down lateral shell guard. No scabbard, circa 1910.
V.G.C.

128 - FRENCH CAVALRY SWORD
A French Waterloo period Cavalry sabre. 34 1/2" Curved
blade with French ordnance marks, the spine of the blade
inscribed “M Hure Imp le Du linzental, Mai, 1813. The
blade shows some nicks & pitting with grey speckled finish.
Wood grip bound with tarred cord. Brass gothic style 3 bar
knuckle bow.  G-V.G.C.

129 - SMALL SWORD
A nice quality English small sword by an unknown maker.
32 3/4" Early type cruciform blade has only minor staining
& chips  otherwise excellent. The pommel is pierced cast
brass, twisted brass wire grip, the guard also pierced cast
brass & brass single knuckle bow, circa 1700.  VG-Ex.C.

130 - SMALL SWORD
A very fine quality English small sword by Thomas Gray of
London circa 1780. 31" Straight triangular hollow ground
blade with gold etched engraving for 7" from the guard.
The blade has some staining & slight piting. The hilt,
pommel & knucle bow are all elaboratly decorated with
polished steel beads.  V.G.C.

131 - CAVALRY DRESS SWORD
An English heavy cavalry pattern dress sword. 31 1/2" Flat
diamond section straight blade with an inscription that is
difficult to make out but for the last word London. The
blade has dark patina with some pitting allover. The grip is
silver wire bound, pommel is brass urn type, single brass
knuckle bow. The guard is boat shell style in gilt brass. G-
V.G.W.O.& C.   N.L.R.

132 - 22WRF AMMO
A brick of 5 packets - 250 rounds of 22RF WMR cartridges
in their original 1986 Limited edition packet.V.G.C. A.L.R

133 - KYNOCH .35 AMMO
2 10 Round packets of Kynoch  .35 Winchester cartridges,
both red & yellow boxes. 1 Full the other missing only 1.
V.G.C.   A.L.R.

134 - .38 LONG COLT AMMO
2 Old  packets of collectors Remington Arms Union Metalic
Arms Co. 38 Long Colt black powder ammo. Both have
been opened, 1 full the other 46 rounds. Green  label on
front & sides, yellow on the back.  V.G.C.   A.L.R.
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135 - .401 COLLECTORS AMMO
An unopened old packet of 20 rounds of Winchester  brand
.301 self loading ammo. Orange label.  Ex.C.   A.L.R.

136 - 22 AUTO AMMO
2 Full packets (100 rounds) of 22 automatic ammo for the
1903 S/auto rifle. Green & yellow packets.  Ex.C.   ALR

137 - PIEPER 22 RIFLE
A Belgium Piepers patent .22 Flobert action rifle. 19"
22LR octagonal barrel, the metalwork has most blue, good
original wood stock.  V.G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

138 - HAMILTON & SON 22 RIFLE
A s/shot 22LR cal Hamilton & Son Michigan U.S.A. bolt
action rifle. 16"Barrel, metalwork has most finish, V.G.
wood stock. Action at fault otherwise V.G.C.   A.L.R.

139 - HAMILTON & SON 22 RIFLE
Similar to above except half stock & breech barrel action,
22 short & traces of original finish.  G.W.O.&.C.   A.L.R.

140 - MARLIN L/ACTION CARBINE
A Marlin Model 1894CS lever action carbine. 18" .357 Cal
round barrel with full length magazine tube underneath.
The barrel marked Marlin 1894CS etc. Metalwork retains
nearly all its original  blue with only a  few slight scratches.
V.G. chequered original straight cut walnut stock with swivel
studs.  V.G.-Ex.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

141 - WINCHESTER 1873 RIFLE
A U.S. Winchester Model 1873 44WCF cal lever action
rifle. 22" Round barrel with half length magazine tube &
original sights, the barrel marked Winchester Repeating
Arms New Haven CT King Improvement Patented March
29 1866 October 16 1860. The receiver has traces of
original finish with dark patina & some pin prick pitting
marks. The barrel also has dark overall colour, marked
Model 1873 on the tang. V.G.C. original woodwork with
correct butt plate with brass sliding trays.V.G.W.O.& C
A.L.R.

142 - AR15 MAGAZINES
2 Colt brand 20 round .223 cal AR15/M16 magazines
retaining most thinning original finish.  G.C.

143 - AR15 MAGAZINE
A 30 round magazine for the AR15/M16 .223 S/auto rifle.
V.G.C.

144 - US M14 BAYONET
A U.S. military No.6 bayonet. 6 3/4" Blade, the cross guard
marked U.S. etc. V.G. black chequered grip, complete with
original scabbard for the M14 308 rifle.  V.G.C.

145 - THOMPSON POUCH & MAGS
A 3 mag pouch containing 3 30 round magazines for the US
.45 cal Thomson SMG. Pouch marked on rear USMC &
RM CO Nos .45412 & 1944. Unissued condition.

146 - THOMPSON C DRUM MAGAZINE
A scarce 100 round C drum for the US Thompson .45 cal
SMG. Auto Ordnance Corp with NY address & 1920 pat-
ents. Matching low numbers front & back.  Ex.C.

147 - THOMPSON CLEANING ROD ETC.
A 20" brass cleaning rod for the 1921 Thompson SMG plus
a matching brass 1921 oil bottle which fits into the gun
stock. Quite rare.  Ex.C.

148 - 2 THOMPSON MAGAZINES
2 U.S.  military Thompson SMG 20 round magazines. Both
made by Seymour &  retain most original blue.  V.G.C.

149 - REPRODUCTION COLT POCKET
An Italian Uberti reproduction .32 cal Colt Pocket percus-
sion pistol. 5 1/2" Barrel, metalwork has most original
finish & cylinder scene. Case colour are very faint, V.G.
original grips. V.G.W.O.& C.  B /C.L.R.

150 - UBERTI PISTOL
An Italian copy of a Remington R/block S/shot pistol.
9 1/2" Part round part octagonal barrel in .22 hornet cali-
ber. The barrel retains nearly all its original blue & bright
case colours on the frame. Brass trigger guard, excellent
original woodwork.  Ex.W.O.& C.  B/CLR

151 - STEVENS BICYCLE GUN
A .22RF S/shot bicycle gun. 3 1/2" Part round part
octagonal barrel marked Stevens etc. Nickel plated  frame
& most original finish on the barrel. V.G.C. original grips.
V.G.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

152 - REPRODUCTION F/L PISTOL
An Italian made reproduction of a Harpers Ferry F/l pistol.
10" Round barrel in aproximate 24 bore. Lock plate has
case colours, browned barrel. V.G.C. B/C.L.R.

153 - REPRO BROWN BESS
A good quality Italian made reproduction of a British mili-
tary Brown Bess flintlock musket. 41 1/2" .750 Cal barrel
finished in the white with some staining. Lockplate marked
1762 etc. Excellent original woodwwork complete with ramrod &
bayonet. V.G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

154 - SNIDER CARBINE
A British/N.Z. military Snider artillery carbine. 20 1/2"
.577 Cal barrel with original sights & bayonet lug, lock   plate
marked 1880 Bonehill & broad arrow, the breech N.Z. 81. The
metalwork has dark brown patina. Excellent original woodwork
with brass forend tip & trigger guard. Complete with swivels &
ramrod. V.G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

155 - MONKEY TAIL RIFLE
A rare military/volunter Westley Richards .450 cal
percusssion capping breech loading Monkey Tail short rifle.
30" Barrel marked Whitworth Patent (re the rifling), the
lock & monkey tail marked Westley Richards & dated
1864. Metalwork has dark original patina, all brass furni-
ture. Good original woodwork complete with original rod.
Seldom offered for sale.  V.G.W.O.& C.  N.L.R.

156 - BELGIUM CONTRACT SNIDER
A rare N.Z. isue Belgium contract .577 cal Snider artillery
carbine. 21" Barrel with 3 leaf carbine sight. Belgium proof
marks, lock made wihout markings, the snider bolt has a
different locking latch otherwise identical to the more
familiar 1880 N.Z. issue. All brass furniture, the butt tang
marked N.Z. with issue number. The metalwork with dark
original patina. V.G. original woodwork with original rod,
missing the butt swivel only.  V.G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

157 - SNIDER CARBINE
A sporterised Snider artillery carbine volunteer rifle. 19"
Barrel W.H.T isdall marked on the lock plate. Metalwork
has grey patina. G.C. sporterised woodwork with saddle
ring.  G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

158 - N.Z. REMINGTON LEE RIFLE
A N.Z. military issue Remington Lee .43 Spanish cal bolt
action rifle. 25" Barrel with original sights, the receiver
marked N.Z. & dated 1887 The butt tang with the letter S.
The metalwork has mainly grey patina, good woodwork
that looks original but has been skilfully added under the
first barrel band & is hard to detect. Still a fine example.
GW.O.& C.  A.L.R.
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159 - BRITISH MILITARY FIREARMS BOOK
1650-1850 By Blackmore, hard cover, small format and
excellent reference book. Black & white photos, 290 pages.
V.G.C.

160 - GUNS OF THE WORLD BOOK
Covers antique to modern fireaarms on a country by coun-
try basis. Excellent identification book, large format, 366
pgs. VG.C.

161 - COLT FIREARMS BOOK
Colt Firearms from 1836 by Serven. This now out of print refer-
ence book is considered one of the best on Colts. It covers all
manner of Colt firearms in great depth from the Patterson thru to
the Gold Cup & Python, 7th edition first published in 1954, hard
cover large format & heavily photographed in  B&W 397 pages.
Ex.C.

162 - WINCHESTER BULLET BOARD
A U.S. Winchester W bullet board circa 1970’s, wood frame
with plastic •moulded insert with Winchester logo & bul-
let impressions in the shape of a •W 89cmx62cm. V.G.C.

163 - ELEY BULLET PRINT
A wood & glass framed bullet board print. Pictures assorted
rifle & pistol •bullets. 64cm x 52cm. G.C.

164 - WINCHESTER BULLET SIGN
A framed Winchester bullet printing picturing cowboy,
mountain sighn  &•assorted rifle & pistol projectiles Winches-
ter shipping label on the back •dated 66. 53cm x 38cm. Ex.C.

165 - SKK RIFLE
A Chinese Norinco made SKK S/auto rifle. 21" 7.62x39
Cal barrel fitted with original adjustable sights & folding spike
bayonet. Metalwork has nealy all its original blue finish. Fitted
with a 30 round removable box magazine. •Excellent original
wooden stock. Hard to find a better example. Ex.W.O.& C. •E.L.R.

166 - SLR RIFLE
A British/N.Z. military L1A1 “SLR’ 7/62cal S/auto rifle. 25" bar-
rel with flash hider  bayonet lug. Lithgow made & dated 1961.
Metalwork has most •thinning original blue, excellent original
black synthetic furniture. V.G.W.O.& C. E.L.E.

167 - SLR MAGAZINES
2 20 Round L1A1 “SLR” magazines. G.C.

168 - G1 RIFLE
A FN 91 7.62 cal S/auto military rifle. 23" Barrel with flash
hider & •bayonet lug. Metalwork has most original finish,
marked FN Belgium etc. •V.GG.C. original wooden stock
& pistol grip with correct metal bipod forend. •Complete with
original brown leather sling. Ex.W.O& C. E.L.R.

169 - M1 CARBINE
A U.S. military M1 .30 carbine, 18" barrel with bayoneet lug.
Fixed front •sight, rear peep sight on the receiver, marked In-
land Division U.S. Carbine •cal 30 M1. Metalwork has thinning
original blue on the edges, V.G. original •woodwork complete
with sling & oiler & 15 round magazine. V.G.W.O.& C. •E.L.R.

170 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINE
A 30 round magazine for the U.S. M1 30 carbine. Retains nearly
all its •original blue finish. V.G.C.

171 - M1 CLEANING KIT & SLING
A U.S. military cleaning kit for the M1 carbine in green canvas
dome lock bag •plus a green canvas sling & oiler in unissued
condition. Ex.C.

172 - U.S. FLARE PISTOL
A U.S. military W.W.2. 1 2/2" M-9 flare pistol. 4" Blued steel
barrel marked U.S. & Dated 1943. V.G.W.O.& C    N.L.R.

173 - WEBLEY REVOLVER
A British Police model Webley MK 1V .38 cal revolver. 4"
Barrel marked Webley & Scott etc, metalwork has most
original finish all over. V.G.C. original grips & complete
with correct green canvas holster. V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

174 - ENFIELD MKV1 REVOLVER
A British military .455 cal Webley MK V1 D/action revovler 4"
Barrel with original sights, the metalwork has thin original blue
with brown/grey patina. V.G.C. original chequered grips.
V.G.W.O.& C.  B/C.L.R.

175 - FRENCH M1892 REVOLVER
A French Model 1892 8mm D/action 6 shot revolver. 4 1/
2" Octagonal barrel marked M1892.  R/H frame marked
with Etienne Arsenal. The metalwork has allover thinning
original blue. Good original chequered grip. G.W.O.& C.
C.L.R.

176 - TRANTER ARMY REVOLVER
A Tranter Army Model .450 cal 6 shot D/action revolver.
6" Octagonal barrel, the frame marked Tranters patent,
metalwork has grey original patna. V.G. original wooden
chequered grip, Birmingham proved. A civilian version of
the N.Z.  1880 Tranter . G.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

177 - WEBLEY MKV1 REVOLVER
A 6" .455 cal barrel, metalwork is in excellent condition with
nearly all its original finish. British military proof marks, also
marked Enfield MKV1 1925. Excellent original wooden chequered
grips & complete with open top holster with brass cleaning rod,
marked Hathaway & Son 1917.  Ex.W.O.& C.  B/C.L.R.

178 - JUNGLE CARBINE
A British/N.Z. military No.V .303 cal jungle carbine. 20
1/2" Barrel with flash hider butt, the bayonet lug has
been removed.The metalwork has traces of original finish. G.C.
stock with carving on one side, includes the sling. G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.

179 - 303 LEE ENFIELD SPORTER
A sporterised Lee Enfield No.111. 23 1/2" Barrel with
front sight removed, the receiver fitted with Weaver base
& rings. Metalwork has much finish, G.C. sporterised stock.
G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

180 - NORINCO 22 MAGNUM RIFLE
A Chinese Norinco JW223 .22 magnum caliber bolt action
rifle. 11 1/2" Barrel fitted with silencer & open sights that
have been moved back. The receiver fitted with Tasco
compact 4x332 scope. Metalwork has most original finish, V.G.C.
original stock & complete with sling. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

181 - WINCHESTER M03 S/A RIFLE
A U.S. Winchester Model 1903 S/auto rifle. 19 1/2" Barrel in 22
automatic caliber, marked Winchester on barrel etc. Metalwork
has thinning original blue allover with dark patina. V.G.C. origi-
nal woodwork complete with magazine in the butt. V.G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.

182 - R/BLOCK RIFLE
A Swwedish 12mm R/block S/shot rifle. 20" Barrel with
correct carbine sights, metalwork has grey overall patina
marked H 1872. V.G. original woodwork with brass stock
disc & rack number.  G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.
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183 - NAGANT RIFLE
A Russian 7x54R cal Nagant rifle. 28" Barrel with original sights.
Metalwork has most original finish, dated 1940. Good original
woodwork complete with sling & bayonet V.G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

184 - BRITISH HELMET
A W.W.2. period British military steel helmet, green
dimpled finish. Complete with insert & strap.  V.G.C.

185 - LANCHESTER MAGAZINE
A W.W.2. British military 50 round 9mm magazine for the
Lanchester 9mm SMG, also fits the Sten gun. G.C.

186 - VALMET MAGAZINE
A 30 round steel magazine for the .223 M76 rifle. Has
most original finish. Ex.C.

187 - STERLING SLING
An original green webbing sling for the British military
Sterling 9mm SMG. with brass fittings . ExC.

188 - WEBLEY AIR PISTOL
A Webley Junior .177 cal air pistol. Blued steel construc-
tion with some minor pitting. V.G. original Webley grips.
G.W.O.& C.  N .L.R.

189 - STARTING PISTOL
A German Perfecta 6mm starting pistol complete with
original box, instructions & some blanks. V.G.C.

190 - BELGIUM MUFF PISTOL
A percussion boxlock .38 bore muff pistol. The metalwork
has grey metal patina, woodwork has a repair on one side
othewise G.W.O.& C.  N.L.R

191 - PINFIRE KNIFE PISTOL
A most unusual Belgium 6 shot double & S/action pinfire
revolver with knife blade attached below the barrel. 5 1/2"
Hexagonal barrel marked B1906 the cylinder has Belgium
proof mark & is scroll engraved as well as the frame. The
blade is 6 1/4" in length from the muzzle. Metalwork has
bare metal grey finish with some pin prick pitting in parts.
G.C. original wood grips.  G-V.G.W.O.& C.   N.L.R.

192 - KNUCKLE DUSTER REVOLVER
An unusual & very intersting French del  Apache pinfire re-
volver. 6 Shot cylinder with 7mm barrels, steel knuckle duster
grip with concealed lock back blade, plus chequered back strap
& original ejector rod. D/action mechanism is in good order,
metalwork has traces of original blue with dark grey patina.
These are seldom offered for sale & this is a paricularly rare
example. VG-ExWO&C.   NLR.

193 - KNUCKLE DUSTER REVOLVER
A French Delhazhe Apache pinfire revolver, 6 shot 7mm
cal cylinder. Brass frame & folding knuckle duster grip.
Frame marked MC in front of the barrel, folding Kris lock
blade on the side of the frame. Double action mechanism
works well, the cylinder & blade have very dark patina with
lots of original finish. A unique & interesting firearm. VG-
Ex.W.0.&.C.   N.L.R.

194 - PINFIRE TRANSITIONAL REVOLVER
A 6 shot 7mm cal pinfire revolver. D/action mechanism
with folding trigger which works well. Metalwork has traces
of original blue finish but mostly .grey patina overall. VGC
original wood grips with screw in ejector rod in the butt of the
revolver. V.G.W.O.& C.   N.L.R.

195 - MAUSER NAZI 22 RIFLE
A very nice quality pre war Mauser .22LR bolt action rifle. 22 1/
2" Barrel .with adjustable sights marked Kal 22 Fur Buchsen &
Nazi marked. The receiver .marked Mauser -Werke Oberndorf,
also Nazi stamped Mauser banner logo on top. Metalwork has
nearly all its original blue, excellent original woodwork with origi-
nal butt plate. Ex.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

196 - DANISH SJORGEN SHOTGUN
A very  interesting & rare Danish Sjorgen Model 1910
automatic shotgun.  27" 12G barrel with bead sight with full
choking. The semi automatic system feautures their own
patented telescopic breech system. Metalwork has most
original blue finish, thinning on the edges and the bolt
corner. V.G.C. original chequered woodwork. V.G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.

197 - ROSS SPORTING RIFLE
A very good Ross straight pull Model 10, .303 cal sporting
rifle. 25" Barrel marked Ross M10 etc. Metalwork has
been reblued some time past. Excellent chequered wood-
work has also been refinished.  Ex.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

198 - REMINGTON 870 SHOTGUN
A U.S. Remington 870 Magnum special purpose 12G pump
action shotgun. 26" 12 Gauge barrel with 3 removable
chokes and vent rib and 3" chamber. The metalwork has
most original finish, thinning on the edges. Fitted with
pistol grip synthetic stock. Plus, includes original stock.
V.G.W.O.&C.  A.L.R.

199 - HORNADY BULLET BOARD
A U.S. Hornady bullet board: contains 68 different, mainly
rifle & some pistol projectiles on a wood veneer board with
Co logo & brass plated frame which is losing its brass finish.
46x32cm Circa 1963.  G.C.

200 - WOODLEIGH BULLET BOARD
A Woodleigh wooden frame bullet board with 44 big game
projectiles including 700 & 600 nitro plus Buffalo hunting
photographs, for Australian big game projectile company,
48cmx41cm.  Ex.C.

201 - SHOTGUN SLUG DISPLAY BOARD
A small display board for Brenacke shotgun slugs showing a
16G, 12G & 12G slug on green company back-ground.
Most likely  used as a salsmans sample, 23cmx19cm. V.G.C.

202 - SPEER BULLET BOARD
Commemorating the U.S. Bicentenial 1776-1976, pictures
a Kentucky rifle & 100 projectiles mounted to the board.
Wooden frame 55cmx29cm.  V.G.C.

203 - ICI BULLET BOARD
A scarce ICI rimfire bullet board containing 76 rimfire ICI
brand cartridges in its wooden frame glass fronted display
board. Circa 1977, 38cmx45cm . Ex.C.  A.L.R.

204 - BARKER F/L PISTOL
An English circa 1800 flintlock pistol. 8 1/2" 21 Bore
brass barrel that is octagonal at the breech & with London
proof marks, the front half is round. The lock marked
Barker, brass triggerguard with pineapple finial & floral
design. Excellent original woodwork with original brass
tipped ramrod. V.G.W.& C.  N.L.R .

205 - F/L DRAGOON PISTOL
A good quality English 1796 pattern flintlock Dragoon
pistol by Rogers. 8 1/2" Round steel barrel in .650 cal (16
bore) with Birmingham proof marks, the lock plate has
edgeline engraving & is marked Rogers. Metalwork has
traces of thin original finish, brass triggerguard & ramrod
guide. V.G.C. original  walnut stock, complete with brass
tipped ramrod.  V.G.W.O.& C.    N.L.R.
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206 - HAWKSLEY RIFLE FLASK
Copper & brass large nozzle adjustable hanging game flask. 7"
Body with embossed hanging game, sand snipes, oak leaves.
The other side with embosed oak leaf pattern.       Carry ring at
the base. Nozzle spring at fault. V.G.C.

207 - RUSSIAN F/L DUELLING PISTOL
A nice quality Russian flintlock duelling pistol, 10 1/4"
Round steel 38 nore barrel with flat top with gold foresight.
The lock is unmarked, the cock is borderline engraved. All
brass furniture, squared off trigger  bow with grotesque mask &
vase style finial. V.G.C. full length borderline carved wooden
stock with brass baluster ramrod guides  brass  grotesque mask
butt.   Includes ramrod with small break at tip. Circa 1780.
V.G.W.O.& C.   N.L.R.

208 - CASED DUCKS FOOT PISTOL
An excellent quality Queen Ann style flintlock Ducks Foot
pistol by Jonathon Stanton of London. circa 1760. This cased
set contains a single 5 1/2" .650 cal steel barrel with baluster
turns. Plus a 4 barrel “Ducks Foot” set. Each 4" Barrel is also in
.650 cal, London proved & numbers on each barrel plus the
base which is scroll  engraved. The lock plate marked
Stanton is borderline engraved and has some scroll work. The
cock is also borderline and scroll engraved. The frizzen with
borderline & leaf pattern, breech marked London and has early
London proof marks. Steel triggerguard with shell on trigger
bow and acorn finial. Metalwork has been polished & buffed
some time ago. Original woodwork with silver wire inlay in scroll
& shell patterns Silver name escutcheon without initials and
silver stand of flag relief, plus all silver grotesque butt mask.
Contained in its original oak baize lined case with barrel key,
bullet mould and excellent copper 3 way flask. The case has
replaced hinges & minor scratches otherwise in V.G.C.  A unique
opportunity for the discerning collector as cased Ducks Foot
pistols are exceedingly rare.  VG-Ex.W.O.& C.  N.L.R.

209 - FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUS
A fine quality English coaching F/Lock blunderbus. Whilst
the lockplate is signed it is impossible to make out the
makers name. 10 1/4" Octagonal to round barrel in
aproximately 1 inch/4 bore cal. The barrel is London proved
with unusual Arabic style scroll engraving on the octagonal
part of the barrel and around the muzzle. The lock with original
hammer & jaws. The steel triggerguard with stand of flags &
continues into an extenuated pistol grip with scroll beneath the
wrist. The finial with engraved pineapple. Excellent original 2/3
stock woodwork with ivory tip. Chequered wrist & cheek swell.
Brass escutcheons on wrist & L/H side, plus steel sling swivels.
V.G. original ivory tipped ramrod. A nice clean Blunderbus circa
1790. V.G.W.O.& C.   N.L.R.

********************

20   MINUTE   LUNCH   BREAK

*******************

210 - SAVAGE PICTURE
A Savage framed picture of the Indian head logo with
Savage Stevens with a fox underneath. 22cmx27cm V.G.C.

211 - 2 WINCHESTER PICTURES
2 Framed small Winchester  pictures, 1 for Dynapoint
ammo, the other for a range of shotgun shells. 17x35cm
17x22cm.  G.C.

212 - WINCHESTER TIN SIGN
A reproduction Winchester advertising tin sign for silvertip
cartridges with picture of ammo & bear. Screwed to a wooden
board. 40cmx30cm.  V.G.C.

213 - FRENCH PUMP ACTION S/GUN
A French 12 gauge pump action shotgun. 27" Barrel, the
metalwork and stock have a “home done” cammo job. G.C.
A.L.R.

214 - REMINGTON AMMO
2 Packets of Remington Magnum ammo. 264 Winchester
Mag Core Lock & a packet of 416 Remington Mag. 400
Grains Barnes solid.  V.G.C.  A.L.R.

215 - PISTOL GRIPS
A Pachmayr Colt 1911 rubber set, plus a set of original
S&W squared butt revolver grips to suit 686 etc.  Ex.C.

216 - 45-70 BRASS CASES
100 New primed 45.70 cal brass cases.  Ex.C.

217 - HI POWER MAGAZINES
2 13 Round magazines for the military Browning 9mm Hi
Power pistol.  G.C.

218 - ARMI JAGER M16 S/AUTO RIFLE
An Italian .22LR cal Model AP 74 scaled copy of a U.S.
M16/AR15 S/auto rifle. 21 1/2" Barrel with flash hider &
bayonet lug. The receiver has a black paint finish, thinning
in parts. V.G.C. wood stock, missing mag otherwise G.C.
E.L.R.

219 - ARMI JAGER M16
An Italian Armi Jager AW74 .22LR S/auto scale copy of
the M16/AR15 rifle. 21 1/2" Barrel with flash hider &
bayonet lug. Metalwork has all its original finish. Excellent
black synthetic stock with sling.  Ex.W.O.& C.  E.L.R.

220 - ERMA M1 CARBINE
A nice .22LR version of the U.S. M1 carbine by German
Co. Erma. 17 1/2" .22LR Cal barrel with original sights,
metalwork has most original finish and is marked Erma
Werke etc. V.G.C. original wood with green webbing sling.
V.G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

221 - SKS RIFLE
A Chinesse 7x39 cal SKS S/auto rifle. 20" Barrel with
original sights, the metalwork has most original finish
and  marked in Chinese. Shortened magazine, presumed 7.
V.G.C. original wood stock.  V.G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

222 - SKS MAGAZINE
A 20 round Ducksbill magazine for the SKS 7x39 cal rifle.
Ex.C.

223 - 2 AK MAGAZINES
2,30 Round  7.62X39 cal AK47/Type 56 magazines.
Ex.C.

224 - 2 COLT MAGAZINES
2 Colt made AR15 20 round magazines.  G.C.

225 - AR15 MAGAZINE
A 30 round .223 cal magazine for the AR15/M16 rifle.
V.G.C.
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*** While we do not print estimates, we are happy to give them
by phone. Phone Greg on (09) 579- 3771 wk
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226 - BERETTA M34 PISTOL
An Italian Beretta model 1934 .32aucto cal s/auto pistol. 3
1/4" Barrel threaded & fitted with a 6 1/2 supressor. The
gun has near all its original finish, while the suppressors
paint finish is thinning. V.G.C. original grips. V.G.W.O.& C.
C.L.R.

227 - GLOCK M23
An Austrian Glock Model 23 .40S&W cal s/auto pistol. 4"
Barrel, metalwork has thinning original finish. Frame in
V.G.C.  G.W.O.& C.  B/C.L.R.

228 - CUSTOM 1911 PISTOL
A custom made Race Gun built on a double stack 1911
frame which has been custom made. 5" .45ACP barrel
fitted with compensator. The stainless frame plus slide
marked Custom Colt 45 0001 & fitted with scope mount,
Tasco pro point scope(presumed working). Para Ordnance
magazines. V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

229 - BROWNING HI POWER PISTOL
A scarce Chinese contract Browning Hi Power 9mm pistol.
4 1/2" Barrel with adjustable sights, the slide marked MK1*
& Inglis Canada. The frame & slide are mis matched but
both have correct CH prefix to designate Chinese contract
models. The slide has grind mark in front, the finish on the
side has turned a copper colour, frame has a black finish.
G.C. original grips, plus green lanyard. Also has wooden
shoulder stock holster which in near new. G.W.O.& C.
B/C.L.R.

230 - JUNGLE CARBINE
A British military .303 cal Junge carbine. 20" Barrel with
original sights, flash hider & bayonet lug. Excellent
original metalwork with near all its original finish and
marked No.5 MK1 10/46. Excellent original woodwork
with only a few dings. Complete with  sling swivels and
magazine.  Ex.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

231 - LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
An Australian W.W.2. Lithgow made SMLE No.111 rifle.
25" .303 Caliber barrel with original sights & bayonet lug.
Metalwork with most original blue, marked Lithgow
S.M.L.E. 111* & dated 41. Excellent original woodwork.
VG-Ex.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

232 - K98 MAUSER RIFLE
A German soldiers W.W.2. K98 8mm bolt action rifle. 24"
Barrel, Waffen marked, the receiver code marked BCD
Wilhelm-Gustav-Werke. All matching numbers including
stock, the metalwork has most original wartime blue fin-
ish. Good original stock & complete with original rod.
V.G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

233 - K98 AMMO POUCHES
2 3 Cell brown leather pouches for the German military
8mm cal K98 rifle. Marked Just & Co. G.M.B.H. Plus a Y
strap marked G.J.Ensin.  G.C.

234 - K98 CLEANING KIT ETC.
A German W.W.2. type K98 cleaning kit, steel tin design
opening at both ends containing: Metal pull thru chain,
steel oil bottle, brush & bolt tool. Also a steel Nazi marked
muzzle cap & a rubber muzzle cap.  V.G.C.

235 - N.Z. FIGHTING KNIFE
A (now scarce) original W.W.2. fighting knife. 6" Spear
point double edge blade. Cast aluminium knuckle duster
handle, complete with original brown leather sheath. The
blade has some staining but no chips.  V.G.C.

236 - LEE ENFIELD BAYONET
A spike bayonet for the British military No.1V MK11
rifle. Includes scabbard.  V.G.C.

237 - MAUSER C96 STOCK ETC.
A wooden butt stock for a German C96 Mauser. Includes
hinge but no screws or cover piece of wood or other
metal pieces like the locking bracket.  Small split in wood
othewise G.C.

238 - C96 STRIPPER CLIPS
8 Stripper clips for the German .30 Mauser/7.63 cal C96
Broomhandle Mauser.   Ex.C.

239 - MAUSER GRIPS
A set of original grips for a German Mauser C96 cone
hammer pistol. Wooden grips with line pattern.   Ex.C .

240 - MAUSER BOOK
System Mauser by Breathed & Shroeder 1st edition.
Medium format, hard cover with black & white photos. 273 pages.
Covers the “Broomhandle” Model 1896 Mauser in its different
variations. Excellent reference & now out of print.  Ex.C.

241 - AMERICAN EAGLE PISTOL
A model 1906 DWM manufactued American Eagle Luger
pistol. 4" 7.65 Caliber barrel with the seal of the U.S.A. the
American Eagle etc stamped over the chamber. Marked
DWM on the toggle & Germany stamped in front of the
frame. Grip safety model with correct unblued area under-
neath. Most original blue & straw colour parts. Showing
slight holster wear on side plate & RHS rail. All matching
numbers with correct un-numbered magazine. This has been
caused some time ago. Contained in a red velour lined
Khaki canvas case with U.S. Army crest & includes spare
magazine. Ex.W.O.& C.  B/C.L.R.

242 - ARTILLERY LUGER
An Imperial DWM German W.W.1. artillery Luger pistol.
7: 9mm Caliber barrel with adjustable sights, the chamber
dated 1917 & marked DWM on the toggle. All visible
numbers match. The gun has also been in England & has British
proof marks. Metalwork has most original blue & straw colours,
shows holster wear on the slide plate and leading edges. Cor-
rect type magazine with some cracks in the wooden base plate,
otherwise: V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

243 - ROTH STEYR PISTOL
A Model 1907 8mm cal S/auto Roth Steyr pistol. Has
Waffenfabrik Steyr marked on top of the barrel, metal-
work retains nearly all its original blue. Excellent original
serated  wooden  grips. Complete with original  brown
leather holster with pouch for stripper clips. Holster is
carved in back with most likely original owners name &
address. Only the 2nd one of these rare and interesting
pistols we have offered for sale.  Ex.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

244 - DWM BULLET BOARD
An extremely rare bullet board for German military ammu-
nition and firearms manufacturer Deutsche Wafien- Und
Munitionsfabilken (DWM).This small board circa 1930’s,
cardboard construction with textured black fabric over the
top. Gold embossed logo etc. Contains 10 bullets from
6.35mm thru to 7.65mm. This is the only one of these
we have seen and is a most desirable lot for the Luger or
German collector.  G-V.G.C.   A.L.R.

245 - LUGER TOGGLE
A complete Luger toggel marked DWM complete with 3
part firing pin, extractor & stirrup. From a commercial
model, retains all its original blue. Ex.C.

246 - LUGER FIRING PIN
A complete original 3 piece firing pin assembly for a P08
Luger pistol.  Ex.C.
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247 - LUGER PARTS
A PO8 Luger S/plate, 3 firing pins & magazine release button.
Ex.C.

248 - ENGLISH SMALL SWORD
An English small sword, circa 1680. 32" Heavy rapier type double
edge eliptical blade with brass inlay on both sides & marked
“Fidesed” & ”Cuivide” globular pommel with bound twisted
copper wire grip. Plain knuckle bow, oval shell guards marked
F.H.  Ex.C.

249 - 17TH CENTURY RAPIER
A good quality rapier circa 1640 by an unknown maker.
35" Broad double edged blade made in Spain with 3 fullers
each  side. English  writing on both sides appear to be
NO.MF. FNHAINI S SIN RAVON. Leather bound grip in good
condition with steel circular pommel with vertical marks. Semi
disc steel hilt and single heavy knuckle bow. V.G.C.

250 - 16TH CENTURY BROADSWORD
A very rare European basket hilt broadsword circa 1580.
33 1/2" Heavy double edged blade, 1 5/8" at the shoulder.
The blade retaining good edge, unidentified makers mark
and running wolf inscription. Wooden grip with no evi-
dence of previous wire binding, most likely leather. Large
2" diamater steel pommel divided into segments with relief
leaf pattern. A heavy hand forged (bearing hammer marks)
basket hilt. Vendors own research determined the sword to
be south German imported to Norway.  V.G.C.

251 - COURT SWORD
An  Victorian period “members of the royal household” court
sword. 30"  double edged diamond section blade, dark patina
with scroll engraving. Brass Crown pommel with wire bound
grips, single knuckle bow. Downward turned half shell guard
with laurel cypher & crown. G.C.

252 - EXCEPTIONAL FRENCH FOWLING PIECE
An exceptional high quality French flintlock fowling piece
by Deniel of Paris. 44 1/4" Octagonal to round 16 bore
barrel. Elaborately relief engraved round the breech area
with gold inlay. The address is also gold inlaid Rue Du Cogr
Paris and with stars either side & bands in front also in gold.
4 Very decorative silver barrel bands with foliage design,
gold sunburst design at the muzzle. Metalwork on the barrel
has aged dark patina. The lock plate is marked Deniel Paris
and is relief foliage engraved & gold inlaid. The cock, pan
and frizzen without roller are also relief engraved and inlaid
in gold. Silver floral engraved furniture with vase & finials
at both ends. The trigger is also relief engraved and features
a decorative bead of red coral. V.G.C. wooden stock which
is floral curved the base of the silver ram rod guides, furnitue
and wrist section as well as borderline carved around the
barrel and lock. The top of the stock has silver relief floral
design and silver escutcheon. 2 Small cracks in the rear of
the stock otherwise V.G.C. Complete with original steel
ram rod.   This gun is of exceptional Museum quality.
 E.x.W.O.& C.

253 - DOUBLE BARREL FOWLING PIECE
*** For description of this lot turn to page 23 ***

254 - CASED BENTLEY REVOLVER
A Model 1857 6 shot percussion D/action only revolver by
British maker Bentley. 5 1/4"Octagonal barrel in 54 bore
marked J.Bentley & Sons Liverpool Makers to H.R.H.
Prince Albert and London proof marks. The frame,
triggerguard round the wedge and butt cap are scroll en-
graved. The metalwork has bare metal finish all over with
some minor bruising. The ramrod is double link & spring
loaded. Spring half cock safety on left hand side of the
frame. V.G.C. original chequered wood grips. Complete in
its original mahogany relined case wih flask, percussion
caps, flask, double cavity mould, screwdriver, bullets &
cleaning rod.  V.G.W.O.& C.   N.L.R.

255 - WEBLEY WEDGE FRAME REVOLVER
A very nice quality 54 bore Webley D/action wedge frame
percussion revolver. 5 3/4" Hexagonal barrel with identify-
ing triangulated top with bead foresight & Birmingham
proofs. The frame has thin borderline engraving allover
& captive ramrod. Metalwork retains a lot of original fin-
ish and dark patina overall. Excellent original chequered
wooden grips. Circa 1855.  V.G.W.O.& C.  NLR

256 - WEBLEY LONGSPUR REVOLVER
A rare Webley 2nd model long spur 54 bore 6 shot S/action
percussion revolver. 6 3/4" Octagonal barrel with retailers
name (difficult to make out) Birmingham proofs under-
neath and on the cylinder. Scroll engraving on the frame,
triggerguard & unique long spur hammer & has the hinged
ramrod system. The metalwork has grey metal patina with some
minor pin  pricking allover. V.G.C. original chequered woodwork.
G-V.G.W.O.& C.  N.L.R.

257 - WALKING STICK SHOTGUN
A Hansson Patent 28 gauge walking stick shotgun. 25 1/2"
Leather bound barrel, the receiver marked G.Hansson &
Patent number. Metalwork has traces of original finish,
G.C. wooden grip. V.G.W.O.& C . A.L.R.

258 - WALKING STICK SHOTGUN
An un-named good quality walking stick shotgun. 27 1/2"
black stained wood covered barrel in 28 gauge, screw off
type receiver. Nickel silver & bone handle. V.G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.

259 - WALKING STICK SHOTGUN
An un-named 28 gauge walking stick shotgun. 27 1/4"
Carved wood covered barrel with twist open design, brass
cocking handle and button trigger. Action appears worn
and stock with some repairs. F.C. A.L.R.

260 - U.S. CAST BULLET BOARD
Entitled “Bullets That Shaped American History” a collec-
tion cast in the original moulds. Limited edition #73 of
500, complete with certificate and description sheet. Brass &
glass frame with 34 cast bullets inside. Circa 1982. V.G.C.

261 - WINCHESTER S/GUN BULLET BOARD
An Australian Winchester wood & plastic bullet board features
logo, different shot shells plus assorted shot sizes.
55cmx70cm V.G.C.

262 - SIERRA BULLET BOARD
An oval plastic Sierra rifle & pistol projectile bulleet boaard.
Contains 84 projectiles. Ex.C.

263 - SPEER BULLET BOARD
Wooden base with Speer logo etc painted on. 57 Rifle
projectiles mounted on board & labeled etc. Printed on
back with Speer price list, dated 1960. Believe to be only
200 made. 40cmx30cm V.G.C.

264 - MAC 10 MACHINE PISTOL
An extremely rare Ingam M10 .45acp cal machine pistol.
6" Barrel threaded for supressor, both upper and lower
receiver marked with makers name Cobray & Co logo.
The lower receiver has semi & full auto selector. Metal-
work has nearly all its original finish with only a few minor
scratches. Complete with 30 round magazine. This gun is
in  unfired condition & is the first of these iconic machine pis-
tols we have had. One for the discerning SMG collector. Ex.W.O.&
C.  C.L.R.

*** While we do not print estimates, we are happy to give them
by phone. Phone Greg on (09) 579- 3771 wk
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265 - COMMEMORATIVE MAC 10 SMG
A very high grade commemorative Ingram 45ACP S/auto Mac
10 SMG. 5 1/2" Gold plated barrel with thread for suppresor plus
black webbing firing strap. The cocking handle, trigger & fold-
ing stock are also gold plated. The very high gloss deep blue
finish is in excellent condition & marked with gold writing U.S.
Army Special Forces Commemorative Ingram Mac 10. The other
side marked           Military Armament Corp S tephensville Tx.
U.S.A. Deluxe wooden backstrap on the grip fitted with 10 round
magazine. Includes original sales tags. Very rare and seldom
offered for sale . Ex.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

266 - MAC 10 MAG LOADER
A magazine speed loader for  a U.S. Ingram Mac 10 .45ACP
SMG. S teel construction parkerised finish with Cobray
Industries logo. Some slight scratches otherwise Ex.C.

267 - L2A1 L.M.G.
A British/N.Z. military L2A1 light machine gun. 24" Heavy
barrel with flash hider. The receiver correctly marked
L1A1 and AD for Lithgow and dated 62. The metalwork
has nearly all its original finish. Complete with original
correct L2 type plastic carry handle. Excellent original
wood stock and correct wooden bipod forend. Includes cor-
rect 30 round magazine.  Ex.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

268 - L1A1 RIFLE
A N.Z. military L1A1 “SLR” S/auto  .308 cal rifle. This
model has the shortened 18" Barrel with flash hider &
bayonet lug. This was done by the N.Z. military for use in
the Malayan insurgency. The receiver marked AD & dated
61. Metalwork has original thinning finish all over. Good
woodwork & complete with early original carry handle.
Includes 20 round magazine. G.W.O.& C.   E.L.R.

269 - L1A1 MAGAZINES
3 20 Round new “SLR” L1A1 magazines still in the factory
pickle.  Ex.C.

270 - L1A1 MAGAZINE & BFA
A 20 round L1A1 magazine plus a blank firing adaptor for
the same.  G.C.

271 - BREN CUTAWAY
A rare cutaway sectionalised .303 cal Bren MK1 LMG.
The L/H side of the gun is fully sectionalised including the
barrel, bipod, receiver and magazine and is painted in red.
The R/H side is marked BREN MK1 Inglis 1943 & N.Z.
marked. Metalwork has some pitting in parts but retains
most overall finish, V.G.C. woodwork. G-V.G.W.O.& C.
C.L.R.

272 - L1A1 CUTAWAY RIFLE
A cutaway sectionalised L1AZ1 “SLR” rifle. The whole L/
H side of the gun has been cutaway to show the workings of
the rifle, including the barrel, receiver grip & stock.  R/H
side is as original. Metalwork has thinning original finish.
The magazine has not been cutaway.  G.C.  E.L.R.

273 - MILLS GRENADE
A W.W.2. model 36M sectionalised Mills grenade dated
1944.  V.G.C.  N.L.R.

274 - STUN GRENADE
A German made 9 bang stun body with black pin mecha-
nism.  V.G.C.

275 - MILLS GRENADE ON BOARD
A half model 36 Mills grende mounted on a wooden board.
G.C.

276 - STERLING SIGHT TOOL
A British military front sight adjusting tool for the          Sterling
9mm SMG, marked DMM & dated 1967.    Parkerised finish.  Ex.C.

277 - FN FAL DISCONECTOR ETC.
A full automatic disconector/sear for the FN FAL sqauad
rifle with spring. Also a stock screw wrench for the same
rifle.  Ex.C.

278 - THOMPSON DRUM MAG
A U.S. Thompson L Drum 50 round magazine for the
45ACP 1928 sub machinegun marked “Magazine Type L
50 cartridges cal. 45 & wind to 9 clicks” All original blue
finish.  Ex.C.

279 - THOMPSON DRUM POUCH 1018
A rare Thailand 50 round drum pouch circa 1960’s stitched
internally for an additional 20 round mag. Complete with
sling.  Ex.C.

280 - THOMPSON 3 MAG POUCH ETC.
Containing 3 30 round mags for the U.S. 45 cal   Thomp-
son SMG marked on rear Medcorp Saddlery Co. 1942.
Contains 3 30 round mags marked Seymour Products
etc.  Unissued C.

281 - THOMPSON ACCESSORY SET
An original U.S. military accessory set for the M1 & M1A1
W.W.2. period SMG’s. Contains spare parts bag, chamber
brush, fabric envelope, oil bottle, brass rod, steel buffer,
guide rod & ejector.  Ex.C.

282 - THOMPSON ACCESSORIES
A U.S.  marked khaki canvas sling G.C except metal parts
have some rust. Plus a canvas and leather edged action
cover and a fibre butt well cushion designed to stop the oil
bottle rattling and easy extraction of the bottle.  G.C.

283 - U.S. MILITARY TENT
A U.S. military W.W.2. type individual tent. Dark green
canvas construction marked U.S. on the side. Excellent
condition except small 5cm rip on one of the eyelits. No
rope poles or  pegs. V.G.C.

284 - NAGANT RIFLE
A Russian Nagant M31 rifle in 7x54R cal . 28" Barrel with
original sights, receiver marked with Star with arrow &
dated 1939 The metal work has  near all its original finish. Excel-
lent original woodwork, complete with bayonet. Ex.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.

285 - NAGANT CARBINE
A Russian Model 44 Nagant carbine. 19" barrel, 7x54R cal
with original sights & folding bayonet. Receiver marked
1946 with Hammer & Sickle inside reel.  The metalwork
refinished and marked with U.S. importers details. V.G.C.
original woodwork.  Ex.W.O.& C  . A.L.R.

286 - NAGANT CLEANING KIT & SLING
A brown leather twin cell Russian Mosin Nagant cleaning kit
containg twin cup oil bottle, jag, bolt tool rod connector and
pouch. Also a V.G. canvas and leather sling which    is also for
the M91/30 Nagaant rifle.  V.G.C.

287 - SUT 40 SNIPER RIFLE
A Russian military Sut 450 S/auto sniper rifle. 26 1/2"
Barrel with flash hider and bayonet lug. Receiver fitted
with correct mount and  sniper scope. Metalwork has most
original finish, Russian arsenal marked. V.G. original wood-
work. V.G.W.O.& C.   E.L.R..
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288 - WHITWORTH PERCUSSION RIFLE
A rare British/N.Z. military .45 cal percussion rifle. 32" Barrel
marked Whitworth Patent for the hexagonal       rifling, has
correct Whitworth sight. The lock is marked with the Whitworth
crest & The Whitworth Co, Ltd., The metalwork has a dark
original patina, V.G. original woodwork has some minor dings.
Complete with safety chain, swivels, bayonet bar & ram rod.
N.Z. was one of the few countries issued with Whitworth rifles.
V.G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

289 - PATTERN 39 SHORT MUSKET
A British military Yeomanry short pattern 39.750 cal percusssion
musket. 33" Barrel with rear sight & London proof marks. The
lock marked John Wiggan  No.24. The metalwork has dark origi-
nal patina, excellent original woodwork marked 24 also. All brass
furniture, complete with original swivels and ramrod and has
the Lovell bayonet catch .  Action is slightly at fault otherwise
V.G..C.  N.L.R.

290 - 2 BAND SNIDER RIFLE
A British/N.Z. military Snider .577 cal 2 band short rifle. 30"
Ordnance marked barrel, Mark 111 breech, the receiver stamped
N.Z. with issue number. The lock marked Crown VR BSA Co. &
dated 1871. Metalwork has allover blue, VG..N.Z. marked wood-
work shows some smooth wear. Complete with safety chain,
clearing rod & original brown leather sling. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.
Est.$1150-$1300

291 - N.Z. SNIDER CAVALRY CARBINE
A British/NZ military 2 band Snider artillery carbine. 18"
577 Cal ordnance marked bararel with correct carbine
sights. The lock marked Crown 1872 W.H.Tisdall 47
Whittall St. Birmingham. The L/H side with saddle ring,
metalwork has dark original patina. Brass furniture, butt
tang marked N.Z. 137. V.G. original woodwork with some
old minor dings. A difficult to find late issue N.Z.  contract
carbine. V.G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

292 - CALLISHER & TERRHY CARBINE
A British/N.Z. military Callisher & Terry bolt action per-
cussion capping breech loading 539 cal (30 bore) carbine.
21" Barrel marked Callisher & Terry  with London address
marks are faint as are most. The Breech marked Terry
patent 30 bore, the lock with border line engraving &
Callisher & Terry London. Metal has some minor rust
pitting around the breech, butt has an excellent dark origiinal
patina.  All steel furniture, excellent untouched woodwork,
complete with original sling swivels and safety chain.
Seldom offered for sale.   Ex.W.O.& C.

293 - LE MAT REVOLVING CARBINE
A rare 9 shot 44CF cal revolving carbine with a 20 gauge
shotgun barrel beneath. The octagonal to round revolver
barrel is 23" in length & marked Colonel Le Mat Patent in
front of the rear sight. Metalwork has grey metal finish
with slight traces of original finish & minor pin pricking.
V.G. original stock & butt plate. The ejector rod handle is a
replacement but all in all this is an exceedingly rare gun.
V.G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

294 - COCHRAN TURRET RIFLE
An extremely rare American 2nd model Cochran revolv-
ing turret rifle. 15 3/4" 40Cal octagonal barrel with correct
dove tailed fore and rear sight. The rectangular top strap
marked “Cochrans Many Chambered & Non Recoil Rifle”
then an eagle logo with”C.B.Allen Springfield Mass” un-
derneath The rear retaining latch also acts as a rear sight
& this allows the 9 shot turret to easily be removed for
loading. V.G. metalwork which has dark aged patina with
quite a bit of thinning original finish turning to grey.
V.G.W.O.& C.  N.L.R.

295 - PHILADELPHIA DERRINGER
A rare & extremely desirable American percussion Phila-
delphia derringer. 2 3/4" Octagonal barrel marked Derrin-
ger Philadel & P beneath. Gold fore sight & 2 inlaid bands
at the rear of the barrel. Metalwork has most original
finish on the barrel, hammer & side plate which is scroll en-
graved & marked Derringer Philadel. The silver triggerguard is
also nicely engraved as well as the wedsge. Excellent chequered
woodwork with excellent wood to metal fit. A superb example.
Ex.W.0.&C.  N.L.R.

296 - ROPER REVOLVING SHOTGUN
A rare American Roper revolving shotgun. 25 1/2" 16
Gauge barrel with adjustable choke & bead sight. The hinged
loading gate marked “Roper repeating rifle Co. Ammherst
Mass Patented April 10 1866” This unusual system used a
steel reloadable case. Metalwork has light to dark grey
patina and with traces of original finish allover. Good
original woodwork with some dings  small chips overall.
V.G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

297 - PISTOL BOOK
Pistols of the World by Claude Blair, large format hard
cover. Excellent reference work mainly on antique fire-
arms and early cartridge revolvers, 207 pages. V.G.C.

298 - WINCHESTER COLLECTORS AMMO
An unopened 20 round packet of Winchester brand 401 cal
amo for the model 1910 self loading rifle. Orange label,
250 grain soft point bullet, circa 1920. Ex.C. ALR

299 - WINCHESTER .332 COLLECTORS AMMO
An unopened packet of .332 centre fire cal (50 rounds).
Green label with orange ends, ciurca 1920.  Ex.C.  A.L.R.

300 - WINCHESTER COLLECTORS AMMO
A full packet of 20 Winchester 50-110-300 express
ammunition for the model 86 lever action rifle. Green
label, circa 1900.  V.G.C.  A.L.R .

301 - PETERS COLLECTORS AMMO
A full packet of 20 rounds of 45.90.300 ammo by Peters
Cartridge Company circa 1900. To suit Winchester &
Marlin lever action repeating rifles,green label. V.G.C. ALR

302 - WINCHESTER SALESMAN SAMPLE BOX
A rare Winchster -Western ammunition salesman sample
box. Blue cardboard box with Western trademark on the lid
in Yellow & with red & blue writing “Super X and Xpert
dummy shotshells & cartridges” written beneath. Also
“Winchester - Western Divisions Olin Mathieson Chemi-
cal Corporation East Alton Ill”. Inside the box is a cross
sectioned 12G solid and No.6 shell, plus a cross section of
a 12G priming mechanism and a cross sectioned brass shell.
Plus a 30.30, 218 bee, 38 special, 2 22’s and a flattened
solid projectile. The lid is cracked thru in one part but still
held together okay. The inside of the lid written with
description of items. The colour has faded considerably
over the years but this box is all complete and very desir-
able. C irca 1938. G-V.G.C.  N.L.R.

303 - SALESMANS AMMO SAMPLE
A shotgun ammunition salesmans sample box for the French
company Gevelot. Maroon and gold cardboard box with
company logo in the centre, contains 5 different inert wax
cardboard 12G cartridges.Circa 1960’s 12cm x 7.5cm. Ex.C.
N.L.R.

304 - AMMUNITION SAMPLE BOX
A salesmans sample box for the French ammunition com-
pany Gevelot. Contains their range of shotgun wads in
sectionalised hinged cardboard box. Maroon in colour with
gold edging. 8 1/2cm X 10cm.  V.G.C.  N.L.R.
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305 - FIOCHI SAMPLE BOX
A shotgun ammunition salesmans sample box for Italian
company Fiochi. Leatherette bound, silk and felt lined case
containing 12 assorted shotgun cases including: 410g, 28g,
20g, 16g & 12g. V.G.C.

306 - HANDI RIFLE
A good quality U.S. Harrington & Richardson S/shot rifle.
21 1/2" Barrel in 45.70 caliber with open sights. The
metalwork has thinning original blue on the action  while
the barrel has most original blue. Trigger fitted with a
hammer spur. V.G.C. original synthetic stock & forend.
V.G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

307 - HANDI RIFLE BARREL
A 44 mag caliber 22" barrel for the Harrington &
Richardson Handi rifle, includes open sights, with thinning
original blue.  G.C.

308 - 223 HANDI RIFLE BARREL
A .223 cal 22" barrel for the Harrington & Richardson Handi
rifle. Includes scope base and rings, retains most original blue.
V.G.C.

309 - 308 RIFLE BARREL
A 22" 308 caliber barrel for the Handi rifle. Has scope rail
plus rings & retains most original blue. V.G.C. N.L.R.

310 - SKS RIFLE
A Russian 7.62 x 39 caliber SKS S/auto rifle. 20" Barrel
with original sights, metalwork has most original finish.
G.C. laminated stock, shortened magazine.  V.G.C.  A.L.R.

311 - H&K SL8 RIFLE
A good quality German Heckler & Koch SL8 .223  S/auto
rifle. 19" Barrel, the receiver fitted with Aimpoint style
scope, plus original open sights, & with 5 shot magazine.
Metalwork has most original finish, G.C. grey synthetic stock.
V.G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

312 - COLT POCKET PISTOL
A Colt M1908 hammerless pocket pistol. 2" Barrel in
.25acp cal. the slide marked Colt with Hartford address etc,
the other side Colt Automatic caliber 25. The metalwork has
nearly all its original finish, thinning slightly on some of the
edges. V.G.C. hard rubber grips with Colt logo & rampant horse.
V.G.W.O.& C.   C.L.R.

313 - MAUSER 1914 PISTOL
A German W.W.1 Mauser Works Model M14 .32 cal S/auto
pistol. 3 1/2" Barrel with original sights, metalwork has
most original finish, marked Mauser etc. V.G.C. original
wooden grips.  V.G.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

314 - DREYSE PISTOL
A German  Dreyse .25 cal Model 1909 pocket/vest pistol.
2" Barrel with original sights, marked Dreyse on slide. The
metalwork has nearly all its original blue finish, only
thinning slightly on top of the slide. Excellent original
black hard rubber grips.  V.G.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

315 - TRANTER .32 REVOLVER
A scarce good quality Tranter .32 cal lip fire D/action
revolver. 3 1/2" Octagonal barrel with retailers name on
top F.T.Baker 88 Fleet St. London, marked Tranters patent
in front of the cylinder on the frame. London proof marks
on the cylinder. Metalwork has nearly all its oriignal blue
on the barrel and quite a lot on the frame, with very little
on the cylinder and traces on the trigger guard. Excellent origi-
nal one piece chequered walnut grip with steel butt plate.
Ex.W.O.& C.   C.L.R.

316 - TRANTER .38RF REVOLVER
A good quality English Tranter .38RF cal D/action 5 shot
revolver, circa 1865. 5" Octagonal barrel with retailers
name on the top E.M.Reilly & Co. Oxford St. London.
Marked Tranters patent on the frame, Birmingham proof
marks on the cylinder. Metalwork has dark overall patina,
V.G.C. one piece chequered walnut grips. V.G.W.O.& C.
C.L.R.

317 - LEE VAUX REVOLVER
A rare Lee Vaux .380 cal 6 shot D/action revolver.
5" Octagonal barrel, thee top strap engraved M.W.Jones
Birmingham & London. The metalwork has overall most
original bright charcoal finish with some minor flaking. Excellent
original chequered grips. This rare self extracting patent was
later applied to the first self extracting Webley British military
pistols. See page 153 The Revolver 1865-1888 by Taylerson. V
.G.W.O.& C.   C.L.R.

318 - GREENER PISTOL
A very nice quality percussion officers pistol by William
Greener, circa 1830. 9 3/4" Barrel with flat top inscribed
William Greener Maker By Appointment To H.R.H. Prince
Albert. Also marked W.Greener on the lock plate which is
scroll engraved. The cock, steel trigger guard, front strap
& pineapple finial are also scroll engraved. Excellent
chequered walnut full stock with ebony tip, silver escutch-
eons & captive ramrod. The metalwork is excellent includ-
ing bright brown finish on the stubbs damascus twist barrel.
This exact same model gun is featured in the book The
Greener Story & is listed as grade 3 which is their excellent
quality gun. This gun is in 90% plus condition and hard to
find better from one of Englands top makers.Ex.W.O.& C.

319 - GERMAN PERCUSSION PISTOL
A German percussion muzzle loading target pistol by Webber &
Schultheis. 11 1/4" Octagonal 54 bore aproximate barrel with
adjustable front sight, gold inlay bands at front and rear, plus
makers name “Webber & Schultheis in Frankfurt” also in gold.
The pistol features a twin set trigger, the steel guard is engraved
with Heraldry scene  plus scroll work as well on the pineapple
finial, lock plate and cock. The barrel retains nearly all its origi-
nal blue finish, V.G. burl walnut stock with fluted pistol grip &
steel grotesque mask. This has been cased in a leather bound,
blue velvet lined case containing: ramrod, flask, mould, nipple
key & screwdriver tool, patches and percussion caps. The case
has a brass presentation plaque.  V.G.C.  N.L.R.

320 - CASED PEPPERBOX REVOLVER
A nice quality cased 6 shot pepperbox percussion revolver,
circa 1845. 3 1/8" 54 Bore aproximate barrels and with
London proof marks. The action marked Beckwith Lon-
don & scroll engraved as is the guard  and butt cap well.
Metalwork has grey metal patina with traces of original
finish. Excellent original one piece chequered grips. Cased
in its blue velvet lined oak case with bullet mould, 3 way
flask & percussion caps  This pistol was brought to N.Z. in
1854 by John Cracrott Wilson who settled in the
Christchurch area.  G.W.O.& C.   N.L.R.

321 - PERCUSSION DUELLING PISTOL
A good quality English percussion duelling pistol by Redfern
& Goddard. 9" Octagonal damascus twist browned barrel in
26 bore/.56 cal. 2 Gold bands aat the rear of the breech plus
an inscription in gold “London”. The lock plate, hammer,
triggerguard and breech are engraved with a leaf design.
Pineapple finial in front of the steel triggerguard. Metal-
work retains a lot of original finish all over, thinning on
the barrel. V.G.C. original half stock chequered woodwork
with silver forend tip and cross bolt fittings. Complete with
original silver tipped ebony ramrod. Circa 1835-1850.
V.G.W.O.&C. NLR
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322 - DUELLING PISTOL
A flintlock duelling pistol by Wogdon of London. 9" Steel
octgaonal barrel in 26 bore/56 cal with silver fore sight,
flintlock action with Swan neck type cock. The lock plate
marked Wogdon. all steel trigger guard and butt cap with
floral engraving and acorn finial. Metalwork has traces of
original finish and retains most brown on the barrel. The
woodwork forend has been broken and replaced as well as
the ramrod. With some further restoration this gun could
be vastly improved and its value increased. Wogdon is one
of the top makers of duelling pistols.  Circa 1785.  NLR

323 - GALIL AUTOMATIC RIFLE
An Israeli Military industries Galil full  automatic rifle. 21" .308
caliber barrel with flash hider, bayonet lug   and adjustable sights.
The receiver marked AAR Galil caliber 7.62/.308 Model 337 IMI-
Israel. The receiver has 3 position selector, safe, semi, and full
auto. Metalwork has nearly all its original finish, excellent syn-
thetic forend and pistol grip. The rear stock is steel folding type.
Extremely rare and seldom offered for sale.  Ex.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

324 - AK47 RIFLE
A rare Chinese selective fire full automatic AK47 rifle. 16"
7x39 Caliber barrel with original sights and underfolding
spike bayonet. The receiver marked with Chinese mark-
ings, metalwork has nearly all its original finish with only
a couple of slight scratches. Excellent original woodwork
complete with correct sling and 30 round magazine. These
were not commonly exported in full auto form and are one
of the harder AK variants to find.   Ex.W.O.& C.   C.L.R.

325 - AK MAGAZINES
2 30 Round 7.62x39 caliber AK47/type 56 magazines.
Ex.C.

326 - AK47 MAGAZINE
A 30 round 7x39 caliber AK 47 magazine, retains most
original finish. Ex.C.

327 - MINI UZI S.M.G.
An Israeli Military Industries 9mm caliber Mini Uzi sub
machinegun. 7 3/4" Barrel with original muzzle break, the
receiver fitted with aperture sight and marked Mini Uzi
9mm IMI. 3 Position selector, safe, semi & full auto. Met-
alwork is in excellent condition with nearly all its original
parkerised finish. Fitted with folding metal stock and with
original webbing sling. Excellent original synthetic  pistol
grip and forend. Complete with original 25 round maga-
zine. This gun is in excellent as new condition, hard to find
a better example.  Ex.W.O.& C.   C.L.R.

328 - AK47 PARTS
A Russian AK47/AKM laminated wood butt stock, forend,
2 bolt asssemblies with firing pins and a flash hider. V.G.C.

329 - RPK MAGAZINE
A drum magazine containing link for the Soviet 7x39 cal
RPK machinegun. Retains nearly all its original finish.
V.G.C.

330 - HOLLIS PERCUSSION PISTOL
A D/barrel English boxlock pistol by Hollis. 7 3/4" Over &
under 50 cal barrels marked I.Hollis & Sons London on top
& Birmingham proofs. Edge line and foliage engraving on
the hammers and lock plate, triggerguard and butt plate
cap. Belthook fitted on L/H side. Metalwork has grey metal
aged patina. G.C. chequered grips with silver escutcheon.
G.W.O.& C.  N.L.R.
.

331 - TATHAM PISTOL
An officers percussion .70 bore belt hook pistol. 6" Oc-
tagonal browned damascus twist barrel, the top marrked
H.Tatham Charing Cross London. The percussion lock
marked H.Tatham & scroll engraved, the cock is also en-
graved , has a half cock safety. Belt hook on L/H side, steel
trigger guard with scroll engraving & pineapple finial. Cap-
tive steel rammer. Metalwork has traces of original finish
on the steel work & a lot of the browning on the barrel.
V.G.C. original woodwork with horn forend tip and chequered
grip also has cap box in butt. V.G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

332 - BOXLOCK PISTOL
A fine quality flintlock boxlock pistol. 2" Screw off barrel,
aproximatelyt .38 caliber, marked Manufacture A Versailles.
Crisp action engraved on engraved on both sides & under-
neath with stand of flags. Metalwork with smooth age
patina. The grips are finely chequered & have intricate
silver wire work on the back strap. Ex.WO&C NLR

333 - FLINTLOCK MUFF PISTOL
A well made flintlock muff pistol by Ryan & Watson of
London, circa 1800. 2 1/2" 37 Bore turn off barrel with
London proof marks underneath. The boxlock action marked
Ryan & Watson with stand of flags in the background.
Marked London on R/H side with flowers. The boxlock
flintlock action has folding action has folding trigger and tang
safety. Metalwork has dark original patina with original finish
on parts of the gun. V.G.C. slab sided walnut grips with silver
escutcheon with initials “I.F.” V.G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

334 - McDERMOT CASED PISTOL & FOWLER
A very nice quality Irish cased flintlock D/barrel pistol &
D/barrel fowling piece by McDermot of Dublin. The pistol
has 4" large 16 bore aproximate barrels with beautiful
browned finish and with damascus twist, marked Dublin on
the rib and with silver foresight. The lockplate marked
McDermot. The nicely shaped cocks with petal design as
well as on top of the stock behind the breech. All steel
triggerguard and pineapple finial and with petal design on
the triggerguard. The metalwork has untouched aged
patina. Excellent original chequered walnut stock with
silver escutcheon on the rear marked with Crown and R.
Also silver buttcap with petal design, steel engraved finial
ramrod guide with original brass tipped wooden ramrod.

The F/Lock fowling piece with double 29 1/4" 16 bore at
the rear, plus platinum touch holes with sunburst on the rib
as well as McDermot Dublin. The lockplate marked
McDermot on both sides,  borderline design and foliage
engraving  which is also on the cocks. The steel triggerguard
to the pineapple finial has borderline design, foliage and
hunting dog. Excellent original chequered walnut stock   with
silver cross pin and name tag escutcheons. Foliage and bird
scene on top of the stock behind the breech. Steel ramrod
guide with a double pineapple finial design. Steel butt plate
which extends into the top of the stock which is also
engraved.

These guns have been recased in an early 20th century
relined case. Included in the case is a very nice brass and
copper lacquered pistol flask, wooden pistol hammer type
rammer, ebony handle screwdriver, bullet mould and bul-
lets, wad cutter, leather shot bag, shotgun powder flask
by James Barlow Birminghm with shell design, silver oil
bottle and 2 piece rammer for the fowling piece. V.G.-
Ex.W.O.& C.  N.L.R.
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335 - GERMAN  WHEEL LOCK RIFLE
A rare and very desirable late 16th/early 17th century Wheel
lock hunting rifle. 30 1/4" Heavy octagonal steel barrel
aproximate 50 caliber with dove tailed foresight with a
peep sight at the rear and leaf sight halfway down the
barrel. The lock and plate are relief engraved with hunting
scenes and foliage  overall and with original aged patina.
The woodwork is foliage carved with brass furniture includ-
ing trigger guard with finger grooves and  brass ramrod
guides. This is only the second wheel lock we have offered
for sale and is an excellent opportunity for the discerning
collector.  Ex.W.O.& C.  N.L.R.

336 - CUP HILT RAPIER
A good quality circa 1630-1660 cup hilt rapier. Vendors
research determined it to be of German  origin. 41 1/2"
blade with flat diamond section shape for the first 6 1/2"
from the guard. There is a fuller on each side with the
following inscription R/H side “3RNJ3RN3” L/H side
“3NRSNRJ” and a longitudal cross behind each fuller. Heavy
steel pommel, 3" wooden core grip with wire binding which
has come loose. Single slim steel knuckle bow and double
quillions. The cup hilt also steel and has two lines around
the top edge. For its age: G.C.

337 - PATTERN 1822 SWORD
An English pattern 1822 heavy Cavalry sword. 31" Straight
double edged blade with wide central single fuller. Brass
urn type pommel with single brass knuckle bow, bound gilt
wire grip. Boat shell type quillions. The blade has seen
some heavy service and has some staining and with overall
engraving.  G.C.

338 - CAVALRY TROOPERS SWORD
A very nice British cavalry troopers sword circa 1661. 32"
Rapier type flat elliptical double edge blade, one side  marked
“Hovnsloe”. The other side has the makers name but is not
clear probably “Hope or Hopkins”, flattened brass pom-
mel with cast medallions each side. The grip consists of the
wooden core only, binding missing. Brass shell guards with
medalions centred on upper and lower surfaces of both
shells. The vendor has researched the medallions and
determined it to be that of Aubrey de Vere the 20th Earl
of Oxford who was O.C. of the Oxford Blues in 1661, this
unit was the forerunner of the Royal House Guards (Blues).
Exceedingly rare.  G.C.

339 - FRENCH SMALL SWORD
An 18th century circa 1720 32" Rapier blade small sword
that has been re hilted. Double edged flat blade with fullers
for the first 6". There is an inscription but hard to make
out. The pommel is a replacement which is incorrect for
the era. 3" Silver wire bound grip with single knuckle bow
with light etched pattern. Double slightly uplifted shell
guards are also brass.  G.C.

340 - MG34 MACHINE GUN
A Nazi German W.W.2. 8mm cal MG34 machine gun. 28"
Barrel with flash hider and original sights plus ventilated heat
guard. In front of the breech is marked DOT for Waffenwerke
Brunn Czechoslovakia and dated 1943. The loading gate cover
marked Konstruktion Rheinmetall - Borsig 1943, No.17. This
model was for a Portugese contract that was never shipped and
were intact, used by the third reich. Metalwork is excellent and
retains nearly all its original finish. All major serial numbers
excluding the stock are matching which is laminated type and in
excellent condition as well as the bakerlite grips. Complete with
Bipod, carry handle and correct green coloured magazine and a
small amount of link. Hard to find a better example than this.
Ex.W.O.& C.   C.L.R.

341 - MG 34 SLING
A black leather double strapped sling for the German MG34
machine gun. The quick detach clip is brass and with steel
caribeaner. V.G.C.

342 - MG34 CASE EXTRACTOR
A broken case extractor & screwdriver for the German
W.W.2. MG34 8mm machine gun. Ex.C.

343 - MADSEN MACHINEGUN
A Danish Madsen 8mm machine gun. 23" Barrel with flash
hider & original sights plus bipod and carry handle. The
receiver has most finish and is marked Madsen etc. Fitted
with original top loading magazine. V.G.C. original wood
stock. V.G.C.  C.L.R.

344 - MADSEN 9MM SMG
A Danish 9mm Madsen SMG. 6 1/2" Barrel, the receiver
fitted with peep rear and post foresight. Receiver is marked
with Danish emblem and FAP beneath. Metalwork has thin-
ning original paint finish. Includes folding stock and 30
round magazine.  G.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

345 - FRENCH MACHINE GUN
A French Model 1924 M29 Chatelleraut 7.5mm light
machine gun. The receiver marked Mle 1924 M29. 23"
Barrel with flash hider and bipod. Metalwork has thinning
paint finish and fitted with top mounted magazine. G.C.
original wood stock.  G.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

346 - SWEDISH M1907 PISTOL
A Swedish M1907 military pistol. 5" 9mm Browning long
cal barrel with fixed sights. Metalwork marked Husquvarna
etc and has nearly all its original parkerised type finish.
Excellent original hard rubber grips, complete with original
brown leather flap holster.  Ex.W.O.& C.  B/C.L.R.

347 - BROWNING 1906 PISTOL
A FN Browning Model 1906 .25ACP cal S/auto pistol. 3"
Barrel, the slide marked Browning FN etc. Metalwork has
most original blue. V.G. original grips. V.G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

348 - DREYSE S/AUTO PISTOL
A German W.W.1. Dreyse .332 cal Model 1907 S/auto
pistol. 3 1/2" Barrel with original sights marked Dreyse
etc. Metalwork has most original finish. V.G.C. original hard rub-
ber grips. V.G.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

349 - COLT THUNDERER REVOLVER
A Colt .41 cal D/action “Thunderer” 6 shot revolver. Ultra
rare 6" barrel model marked with Hartford address & D.A.41.
The frame with patent dates and rampant colt. The barrel
ejector and triggerguard have much thinning original blue,
while the frame has slight traces of original case colours.
This is one of the best examples we have seen. Excellent
hard rubber grips. Colt’s 1st Model D/action revolvers had
an intricate mechanism that often malfunctioned and are
hard to find working condition. This is a top example, in a
rare barrel length and would be hard to find better, manu-
factured 1907.  Ex.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.
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*** While we do not print estimates, we are happy to give
them         by phone. Phone Greg on (09) 579- 3771 wk
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350 - COLT BISLEY TARGET REVOLVER
A cased example of the Colt Bisley Model flat top target
revolver. 7 1/2" 455 Eley caliber barrel with correct target
front sight marked & marked with Colt Hartford address
on the top and (Bisley Model) 455 Eley. The frame marked
with correct 2 line patent dates 1871, 1872 & 1875 plus
rampant colt Underneath marked with serial #197189
(manufactured 1900). The rear sight is dovetailed into the
flat top strap. Metalwork retains most original blue finish
which is thinning on the edges, plus traces of case colours
on the hammer. Excellent original chequered colours on the ham-
mer. Excellent original chequered hard rubber grips with ram-
pant colt. Cased in its V.G. green baize lined case with some
chips on the inner lip. Picadilly Circus address, Colt trade label
plus brass oil bottle, cleaning rod & screwdriver, No key. This is
a very rare Colt S/action with only a total production of 976
revolver and only 196 in this caliber. A unique opportunity for
the Colt collector as this is the only one known of in N.Z.
Ex.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

351 - SMITH & WESSON REVOLVING RIFLE
An extremely rare and desirable American S&W  Model
320 revolving rifle. 16" .320R caliber barrel with dove
tailed foresight and twin position rear sight. Marked Smith
& Wesson with Massachusett address and patent dates of
1865, 1869, 1871, 1875 & 1877. The metalwork has
most original finish overall. Excellent original hard rubber
pistol grip with S&W logo and forend, both with correct
mottled finish. Complete with its original walnut shoulder
stock with original chequered hard rubber black butt plate,
also with S&W logo. The model 320 is one of the major
prizes in the S&W collecting field and seldom offered for
sale. The 16" model is the rarest with only 239 made out of
a total of 977. This one is serial No.94 circa 1880. V.G.C.
C.L.R.

352 - 455 AMMO
15 Rounds of .455 Colt ammo. G.C.  A.L.R.

353 - COLT DERRINGER
A Colt No.3 S/shot Derringer. 2 1/4" Barrel in .41 cal.
marked Colt on top and has thinning original blue finish.
The frame has traces of the original gold coloured German
silver plating. V.G..C. original wood gr.ips. G.W.O.& C
C.L.R.

354 - WOODWARDS PATENT DERRINGER
A scarce Webley Woodwards patent .30RF cal 2 shot Der-
ringer. 2 1/4" barrels with Birmingham proof marks. The frame
marked Woodwards Reg. Feb 4 1863 and serial number. The
barrels and hammer have grey patina while the frame has thin
original blue. V.G.C. original chequered wooden grips. V.G.W.O.&
C. C.L.R.

355 - AMERICAN DERRINGER
An American Derringer Company 2 barrel .22 magnum cal
Derringer. 3" Stainless barrels marked with makers name
and Texas address. The stainless action and barrels are in
excellent condition. Deluxe rosewood grips. Includes origi-
nal box. This is a very high quality nice modern Derringer.
Ex.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

THE FOLLOWING 2 LOTS : are stated to have been
owned by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle the author of Sherlock
Holmes. They were purchased by our vendor late 1970’s
from British auction houseWeller & Dufty. A catalogue
page stating the lots have been loaned to Whitbreads by a
member of the Conan Doyle family for exhibition at the
Sherlock Holmes: public house in London. Also describes
the lots with serial No. & photos. Both are very fine guns on
their own but with this providence are a unique one off
oportunity and an interesting talking point.

356 - CASED TRANTER REVOLVER
A nice quality Tranters Patent Model of 1865, solid frame
D/action revolver  3 1/8" Octagonal barrel in .32CF caliber
marked J.Blisset & Son, High Holborn London.  The frame
marked Tranters Patent and serial #31205, nicely scroll
foliage engraved frame, triggerguard & butt cap. Retains
most original blue and case colours. Ex. one piece chequered
walnut grip. Contained in its original oak case with green
baize lining with trade label, cleaning rod, screwdriver, oil
bottle,some ammunition and key. On the top of the case
are the initials A.C.D.   Ex.W.O.& C.   C.L.R.

357 - CASED 1867 TRANTER REVOLVER
The second of the Arthur Conan Doyle revolvers is a
Tranters Patent .450 cal revolver. 4" Octagonal barrel      marked
with retailers name Cogswell & Harrison 223 & 24 Strand Lon-
don. Also caliber & Birmingham proof marks. The cylinder is a
London proof replacement which is stamped with the same se-
rial #38352. The frame parts of the barrel trigger guard and butt
cap are scroll foliage    engraved. Metalwork retains most origi-
nal blue. Excellent one piece walnut chequered grips. Contained
in its original green baize lined Oak case with Cogswell &
Harrison trade label, oil bottle, cleaning rod, key & 5 rounds of
ammunition.  Ex.W.O.& C.   C.L.R.

358 - .320 AMMO
20 Rounds of .320 Eley pistol ammunition. V.G.C. A.L.R.

359 - REVOLVING RIFLE AMMO
1 Original round for the Colt .56 cal revolving rifle. Manu-
factured by Eley, circa 1860.  V.G.C.   A.L.R.

360 - COLT SIGHT SCREWDRIVER
A genuine Colt sight adjusting screwdriver with Colt logo
on one side and rampant horse the other. Circular design
with 3 blades. These were issued in the early 1950’s. Blued
finish.  V.G.C.

361 - REMINGTON 700 RIFLE
A left handed Remington 700 Sendero rifle. 22" Rebarreled
in 22.50 caliber stainless heavy barrel. Blued action with
most finish and with burris mounts and rings plus Leupold
Ux1 4-12x40 scope.V.G.C. correct granite finish synthetic
stock, fitted with leather sling.  V.G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

362 - SIG 550 S/AUTO RIFLE
A very high quality Swiss Sig Model 550 S/auto .223 cal
rifle. 21" Barrel with  flash hider, the receiver marked
SG550-2 SP. The mil spec finish metalwork is in excellent
as new condition. Bipod black synthetic lever and folding
rear stock. Includes original case, 2x20 round magazines
and 1 30 round, cleaning kit, sling and original scope base.
In as new barely used Ex.W.O.& C.   E.L.R.

363 - VALMET RIFLE
A nice quality Finish Valmet M76 version of the Russian
AK47 in S/auto. 17" Barrel with flash hider and bayonet
lug, the receiver marked Valmet Finland and has nearly all
its original finish. Excellent original wood rear stock and
synthetic forend. Complete with 30 round magazine.
Ex.W.O.& C.  E.L.R.

364 - TUKISH PERCUSSION PISTOL
A Turkish percussion holster pistol, 10 1/2" aproximate
.625 cal steel barrel with sun bursts and floral etching and
imitation English proof marks. Brass triggerguard, ramrod
guide and  butt cap with crescent and star. V.G.Original wood-
work. V.G.W.O.& C.   N.L.R.
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365 - INDIAN LANCER PISTOL
A S/shot percussion Lancer pistol made in India for the
English military market present in India at the time. 8"
Barrel, octagonal at the breech & round with flat top at the
muzzle. The silver plated lock plate is scroll & borderline
engraved also marked Scnide Irregular Horse. On the other
side is a belt clip also silver plated. The triggerguard &
finial are brass & scroll engraved with sunburst design. Ex-
cellent original chequered woodwork with brass lions head gro-
tesque mask & with lanyard ring. Brass tip on the forestock,
also brass escutcheons with silver plated cross pin. Original
captive brass ramrod witth possibly replacement copper ramrod
guide. Circa 1830-1850. Ex.WO&C NLR

366 - PINFIRE CHAIN PISTOL
A nice 2mm cal watch chain pinfire pistol. Total size 2
inches in length overall. Silver relief engraved grips with
wolf and deer scenes. Contained in a nice red baize lined
box with ejector rod and one very scarce 2mm cartridge.
V.G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

367 - PERCUSSION MUFF PISTOL
An English boxlock percussion muff pistol by Cook. 2" .45
Caliber turn off barrel with Birmingham proof below the
chamber. Foliage engraved on both sides, marked Cook on
L/H side and Bath on R/H side. Metalwork has dark patina,
shows bruising and some pitting. The slab side grip with
silver escutcheon and some small repairs. G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

368 - HOPKINS & ALLEN SHOTGUN
A nice quality American Hopkins & Allen 12 gauge breech
loading shotgun. 30" Reblued barrels with some pitting.
Metalwork has grey patina and marked with makers name
& address. G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

369 - 10 GUAGE SHOTGUN
A D/barrel side by side 10 guage hammer shotgun. The
barrels have some original brown finish, no visible makers
name on the action but has some foliage engraving. G.C.
original chequered wood stock. G.W.O.& c. a.l.r.

370 - PURDEY DOUBLE RIFLE
A desirable quality English No.3 Express big game double
rifle by James Purdey & Sons of London. 29" Damascus
twist .450 caliber barrels with double leaf rear sight and
fore sight.  The barrel and action London proved, the
action,   hammers, lever and   trigger guard are scroll  and
borderline engraved with foliage pattern and chequered in front
of the pistol grip. Manufactured in 1874, this was the first year
of production with rebounding type locks. The metalwork has
untouched aged patina with traces of  original blue on the
triggerguard. Excellent original chequered walnut stock and
forend. Contained in its leather, brass cornered well relined case
with Purdey & Sons trade label. Also includes 14 accessories
including bullet mould, screwdrivers, cleaning rod and  jag, oil
bottle  etc. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

371 - PURDEY BOOK
Pudey Gun & Rifle Makers The Definitive History by Dal-
las. Large format, lots of colour plus black & white images. This
book has a wealth of information on Purdey & their history with
a large full colour plate secion. This book was commisioned by
Purdey themselves. 1st Edition, hard cover, 246 pages. Ex.C.

372 - EARLY PURDEY BOOK
The Early Purdeys by Unsworth. Black & white photos
plus full colour plates. An   excellent technical reference on
the antique flintlock & percussion Purdey firearms. Well
written & beautifully presented. Hard cover, 278 pages.  Ex.C

373 - KERRS PATENT REVOLVER
A scarce British Kerrs patent 54 bore D/acction percussion re-
volver. 5 1/2" Octagonal barrel with brass bead foresght. The
frame border line engraved in parts and marked Kerrs Patent,
London proof marks on the cylinder, London Armoury Com-
pany on side of the grip. Metalwork has grey metal finish with
some traces of original finish in parts. These guns were not only
sold in England but were used by Confederate officers during
the American Civil War, circa 1860. Action appears at fault oth-
erwise G.C. N.L.R.

374 - CASED TRANTER REVOLVER
A nice quality cased Tranters Patent revolver retailed by
Cogswell & Harrison. 6 1/4" Octagonal barrel in .442 lip fire
caliber with dove tailed front sight, marked Cogswell & Harrison
223, 224, Strand London on top. Also Birmingham proof mark on
the side. The frame is borderline engraved and with foliage &
scroll design which also extends about 1 inch into the barrel.
Marked Tranters Patent on the frame and ejector lever. The
barrel has nearly all its original bright blue while the frame re-
tains most blue, thinning in parts. The cylinder has minor pit-
ting on one of the chambers otherwise quite a lot of original
finish, plus Birmingham proof marks. The foliage engraved trig-
ger guard and butt cap also have a lot of original finish, thinning
where the trigger guard meets the frame. Excellent original 1
piece chequered grips. Contained in its original green  baize
lined oak case with Cogswell & Harrison original trade label,
Dixon oil bottle and brass cleaning rod. V.G-Ex.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

375 - LANCASTER HOWDAH PISTOL
A very nice 4 barrel Howdah pistol by Charles Lancaster.
Four 6 1/4" .455 cal barrels with unusual oval bore rifling
marked Charles Lancaster Patent 151 New Bond St. Lon-
don. Steel foresight & London  proof marks, plus 455CCF on the
side. The break open action marked Charles Lancaster Patent
which uses a unique rotating firing pin mechanism. Due to weight,
fast rate of fire,large caliber  & increased reliability over contem-
porary revolvers, these pistols were favoured by British offic-
ers for colonial warfare in Africa against the Zulus & Dervishes.
The barrel has most original blue, the triggerguard and backstrap
have dark aged patina. Excellent condition original chequered
grips with lanyard ring on base of the back strap. V.G.-EX.W.O.&
C.  C.L.R.

376 - SCHLUNDS PATENT REVOLVER
An unusual & very interesting Schlunds Patent 2nd Model
of 1886.  6" .476 Caliber round barrel with Metford type
rifling, marked Kynoch Gun Factory Aston plus Birming-
ham proof marks. The frame marked Patent Model on the
top strap, the unusual action can be fired D/action by
pulling both triggers on S/action by setting the bottom
trigger first. Metalwork retains a lot of original blue, thin-
ning in parts. V.G.C. original chequered wood grips with
lanyard ring. V.G.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

377 - FOSBERY REVOLVER
A very desirable and rare Webley Fosbery Model of 1902
automatic revolver. 7 1/2" .455 Calibre barrel marked
P.Webley & Son London & Birmingham, plus Birmingham
proof mark. The top strap marked Webley Fosbery Auto-
matic and below the cylinder marked with W&S logo plus
455 Cordite Only. Metalwork retains nearly all its original
blue finish, thinning slightly on the leading edges. V.G.
original wooden grips.  V.G-Ex.W.O.& C.   C.L.R.
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378 - WEBLEY RIMFIRE REVOLVER
A Webley type .44RF cal S/action 5 shot cartridge revolver. 5 3/
4" Hexagonal barrel  with triangulated top        edge, also with
bead sight & Birmingham proofs. Metalwork retains most of its
original blue which is strill bright. Thinning on the R/H side of
frame and top strap. The triggerguard and steel butt cap have
dark brown patina. Excellent original chequered grips. V.G-
Ex.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

379 - TRANTER RIMFIRE REVOLVER
A Tranter .38 rimfire cal double & single action 5 shot
cartridge revolver. 5" Octagonal barrel marked with retail-
ers name Cogswell & Harrison 225 The Strand London &
with Birmingham proofs. The frame borderline engraved
and is marked Tranters Patent, also on the ejector. The
barrel has most original blue thinning on the frame &
triggerguard. V.G. original chequered wood grips. V.G.W.O.&
C.  C.L.R.

380 - SPUR TRIGGER TRANTER REVOLVER
A nice quality un-named English .320 rimfire caliber Tranter spur/
sheath trigger 5 shot revolver. 2 3/4" Octagonal barrel with sil-
ver bead sights and Birmingham proved. The frame is silver
plated with foliage engraving allover, as is the back strap and
butt cap. The plating is in excellent condition just thinning
slightly on the edges. V.G.C. original chequered wooden grips.
V.G-Ex.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

381 - TRANTER AMY REVOLVER
A very nice conditiion Tranters Army self extracting
revolver of 1879. 6" Octagonal barrel in 450/455 caliber
with Birmingham proofs, also on the cylinder. The frame
marked Tranters patent and has floral design on the break
open lever and below. Metalwork has nearly all its original
finish. Excellent original 2 piece chequered grips with lan-
yard ring. A nice example of one of the last Tranter re-
volvers.  Ex.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

382 - VICKERS BELT BOX CARRIER
A very rare original ammunition belt box carrier for the
British military Vickers .303 caliber machine gun. Ataches
to the tripod. Parkerised steel finish, marked - Carrier belt
box 303 in, Vickers MG.MKII. Plus British ordnance mark-
ings. Ex.C.

383 - VICKERS MACHINE GUNNERS POUCH
A green webbing Vickers machine gunners pouch marked V
and leather buckle. Contains 8 bags each with assorted
parts and accessories including, cleaning pull thru oil bottle,
pin sears springs etc. Appears complete in Ex.C.

384 - VICKERS HOSE CONNECTION
A brass hose connector for the cooling system on a Vickers
machine gun. Ex.C.

385 - VICKERS WATER JACKET COVER
A brown canvas leather lace up water jacket cover for the
British military Vickers machine gun.  Ex.C.

386 - VICKERS FIRING PIN
A W.W.2. period Vickers machine gun firing pin marked
PA44.  Ex.C.

387 - K98 RIFLE
A German military W.W.2. K98 8mm caliber bolt action
rifle. 24" Barrel with original sights & bayonet lug. The
action marked Mod98 and ring marked S/42G. The metal-
work retains most finish, V.G. condition original laminate
wood stock. V.G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

388 - MAUSER VAQUERO RIFLE
A 8x57IS Caliber Mauser Vaquero bolt action military rifle.
25" Barrel with original sights and some pitting round the
muzzle. The receiver marked with Portugese Crown and
1904 DWM Manufacture. The metalwork has most finish,
V.G. original stock complete with cleaning rod and sling.
G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

389 - K98 SLING
An original brown leather W.W.2. sling for the German
K98 rifle. Waffen stamped and also Gxy 1943. V.G.C.

390 - W.W.2. GERMAN PACK
A W.W.2. 1937 Nazi German tornister pack, green canvas
with leather straps and fur lined flap. Maked with makers
name and dated 1937.  V.G-Ex.W.O.& C.

391 - BREN TRIPOD SLING
A very rare original W.W.3. Bren gun tripod harnes/sling
to carry the tripod on your back. Green canvas webbing
marked 1944.  V.G.C.

392 - INTO ACTION PRINT 1028
A genuine rare W.W.1. framed and glazed poster for saving
power, depicting soldiers with Bren & No.4 rifle. Stating
Britain develops new desert tactics in North Africa etc.
Marked printed in England by Thos.Forman etc. 30"x20"
Exc.C.

393 - SPITFIRE PRINT
A framed & glazed British stationery office official W.W.2.
poster depictting the famous W.W.2. fighter plane. Red &
Magenta. 30x20 Ex.C

394 - LEE ENFIELD NO.111 RIFLE
A British Australian military W.W.2. SMLE No.111 bolt
action .303 rifle. 25" Barrel with original sights and bayo-
net lug. The metalwork has most original finish and marked
Lithgow #111 1940. Excellent original woodwork com-
plete with sling.  Ex.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

395 - MK11 METFORD LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
A British/N.Z. military Enfield MK11 .303 cal bolt action
rifle. 30" Barrel,the rear sight graduated to 1800 yards,
ordnance marked overall. The receiver marked Crown VR
Enfield MK11 and dated 1893, the metalwork has most
original blue and original magazine still attached. The wood-
work is excellent with untouched patina. Complete with
bolt cover & cutoff, a nice example. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

396 - MAUSER M71/84 RIFLE
An Imperial German M71/84 bolt action rifle. 32" Barrel
with original sights and with  German proof marks. The
receiver marked Mod 71/84, the metalwork with blued
barrel, V.G.C. original woodwork has been well refinished.
Complete with original leather  sling. One of the first
magazine rifles used during the France Prussian wars.
G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

397 - MG34 GUNNERS KIT
A W.W.2. German MG34 machine gunners kit, Waffen
AMT & 1944 EBD markings. Green canvas with brown
leather edging contains: oil bottles, brush, rod, tools &
parts etc. Appears complete, the bag a bit stained otherwise
V.G.C.

398 - MACHINEGUNNERS GOGGLES
A rare set of original German W.W.2. MG34/42
machinegunner goggles black painted frames marekd CK
and C016 with cloth head band tie. Yellow lenses to am-
plify light. Includes original metal case. V.G.C.
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399 - GERMAN RUCKSACK
A W.W.2. German army rucksack. Green canvas with draw
string and leather edged flap, with leather straps and rope
draw string. Dated 1942, has 2 inch square hole on one side
otherwise G.C.

400 - GERMAN ENTRENCHING TOOL
A W.W.2. German entrenching tool with green painted
handle with folding steel blade also painted green & Waffen
AMPPT plus AGV markings. V.G.C.

401 - PMC BULLET BOARD
APMC 85cm x 60cm bullet board 1980 with glass cover,
green baize lining with 40 complete pistol bullets and 33
rifle bullets. 3 Bullets have come loose but are still present.
Circa 1980 . V.G.C.

402 - DYNAMITE  NOBEL BULLET BOARD
A German Dynamite Nobel - RWS, Rottweil Gello bullet
board. White wood frame and glass over bullets. 31 Com-
plete rifle bullets and 7 cross section projectiles. 47cm x
36cm. V.G.C.

403 - NOSLER BULLET BOARD
Wooden frame with green background and gold writing.
72 Rifle bulllets including solid base, partition and balistic
tip. Plus 18 handgun bullets. 53cm x 39cm. Ex.C.  N.L.R.

404 - CIGARETTE DISPENSER
A promotional cigarette dispenser made to look like a
shotgun shell. Red case with pheasant in gold, plus brass
base marked caliber 16 which lifts up to dispense cigarettes.
Stands 28cm high, circa 1960"s. V.G.C.

405 - CIGARETTE LIGHTER
An early promotional cigarette lighter for the Eley/Kynoch
ammunition company. Made to resemble a 2 1/2" 16 gauge
shotgun shell. Red metal with brass base, marked Eley on
the side but faded and the base marked Eley kynoch 16.
Circa 1900-1920.  G.C.

406 - FRENCH CAVALRY SABRE
A French Waterloo period Model 1813 cavalry sabre.
34 1/2" Curved blade with broad shallow fullers. Turned
cord and wood grip with 3 bar brass knuckle bow. One
quillion has been broken. The blade marked “M Hure Imp
Le Du Blinzental mai 1813.  G.C.

407 - RUSSIAN COURT SWORD
32" Flat diamond blade which is blued and gilt for the first
14 1/2" mother of pearl and brass grip with decorated
pommel and single knuckle bow, plus single shell guard with
Prussian eagle. Complete with original brass and leather
scabbard. Circa early 19th century.  Ex.C.

408 - ENGLISH SMALL SWORD
An English small sword by unknown maker. 32" Triangular
blade decorated with foliage and flying pheasant, traces of origi-
nal blue and gilt. Silver wire steel  grip and steel beaded pommel.
Single steel knuckle bow also decorated and steel disc shaped
guard. Circa 1780. Some pitting on the blade otherwise V.G.C.

409 - ROOK RIFLE
A nice quality English rook rifle 27" 297/250 Caliber oc-
tagonal flat top barrel, fully swamped and marked Carr
Bros Huddersfield. 3 Position rear sight plus dove tailed
foresight. The case hardened action with original bright
colours and is foliage engraved as well as the trigger guard
which shows a little wear around the wrist. The barrel has
nearly all its original bright blue. Excellent horn tipped
chequered pistol grip & walnut stock. Ex.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

410 - PERCUSSION FOWLER
A very nice converted from flintlock to percussion  fowling
piece by Forsyth & Company 10 Picadilly Circus   London. 32"
16 Bore damascus twist barrel with platinum bands at the breech.
Originaly made in F/Lock circa 1810  converted to percussion
circa 1830’s. The lockplate marked Forsyth and Co.Patent, foli-
age engraved as well    as the hammer and behind the breech,
plus all steel    triggerguard to pineapple finial. The metalwork
has dark metal finish with some pin prick marks around the
triggerguard & butt plate. V.G.C. chequered one piece walnut
stock with silver escutcheons and engraved butt plate that ex-
tends forward over the stock. V.G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

411 - HANGING GAME FLASK
An English copper and brass hanging game flask. 7" Shaped
body with embossed pattern of hanging game, sand snipes
and oak leaves one side. Oak leaves the reverse. Adjustable
brass top. V.G.C.

412 - DOUBLE PERCUSSION FOWLER
An English cased D/barrel 16 bore percussion fowling piece by
W.Field. 28" Damascus twist barrels with silver foresight plus
platinum bands and touch holes. marked W.Field Oxford and
London proved. The lock plates are border line engraved plus
rabbit scene and bird scene on the reverse. Also marked W.Field
Oxford. Steel triggerguard and pineapple finial are also foliage
and dog scene engraved. Metalwork has grey untouched aged
patina. Woodwork has quite a few dings and scratches but is
complete with steel butt plate which is also engraved as well,
behind the breech area. Complete with original case that has
damage but could be restored.  F-G.W.O.& C.

413 - PERCUSSION FOWLER
A converted from F/Lock to percussion S/barrel fowling
piece. 35 3/4" Octagonal to round barrel in 12 bore with
silver foresight and London proof marks. The steel lock
plate marked Ketland, the cock with foliage pattern. The
metalwork is quite pitted over the barrel and top of the
cock. Brass triggerguard, pineapple finial and ram rod guide.
The wood stock has dings and a couple of borer holes plus
original brass butt plate and chequered wrist. Complete
with ramrod.  F.W.O.& C.

414 - CASED ADAMS REVOLVER
An Adams 54 bore percussion D/action only revolver
Model of 1851. 6" Octagonal barrel marked Deane Adams
& Deane 30 King William St. London Bridge. Plus London
proved on the barrel and cylinder. The metalwork has thin-
ning original blue on the barrel, traces of blue on the frame
and some minor pin pricking, marked Adams Patent and
borderline engraved. Good condition original one piece
grips. The original green baize lined case with Deane Adams
& Deane trade label has some broken partitions, powder
flask with ding, wad cutter, caps & rod. G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

415 - BRITISH CAVALRY SWORD
A pattern 1853 British cavalry troopers sword. 32 1/2"
Slightly curved blade etched with foliage design and crown,
plus Mole & Sons Birmingham. Metal with  wire grip with
tripple steel knucklebow. Complete with steel scabbard.
V.G.C.

416 - TEXAS ARMS DERRINGER
An American Texas Arms D/barrel 45ACP caliber
Derringer. 3" bead blasted stainless barrel and action,
dark laminated wood grips.  V.G-Ex.W.O.& C.   C.L.R.

417 - DAVIS DERRINGER
An American Davis Industries 2 barrel Derringer. 3 1/2"
Barrels, 9mm caliber. Metalwork has nearly all its original
polished chrome finish. V.G.C. black original hard rubber
grips.  Ex.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.
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418 - DAVIS DERRINGER
An American Davis Industries D/barrel .38 special caliber
Deringer. 2 3/4" Barrels, metalwork has nearly all its origi-
nal matte black finish. Original black hard rubber grips.
Ex.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

419 - COLT DERRINGR SET
A Colt manufactured re-issue of the Colt No.1 Deringer.
Leather bound Colt box marked Lord Derringer and Colt.
The inside of the box is lined with red velvet and has the
Colt logo and contains 2 identical consecutively numbered
Derringers in .22 short caliber. 2 1/2" Barrels with blued
finish, marked Colt with Hartford address. Nickle plated
brass frames. Excellent wooden grips. Ex.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

420 - REPRODUCTION HARPERS FERRY PISTOL
An Italian reproduction of a U.S. Harpers Ferry F/lock
pistol. 10" Round .58cal barrel marked Pedersoli. Metal-
work is in the white and is excellent. Excellent original
woodwork with brass furniture. Ex.W.O.& C.  B/C.L.R.

421 - S&W .22 PISTOL
An American S&W model 622 S/auto pistol. 4 1/2" Stain-
less barrel with adjustable sights on the grey alloy frame.
Complete with original wood grips. V.G.W.O.& C. B.C.L.R

422 - HAMMERLI PISTOL
A German Hammerli .22 shot target pistol. 5" Barrel
marked with makers name etc. The metalwork has most
original blue, fited with target sights and target griips to
suit a small hand.  Ex.W.O.& C.  B/C.L.R.

423 - SWEDISH 1907 PISTOL
A Model 1907 S/auto pistol. 5" Barrel in 9mm Browning
calibre, marked Husquvarna etc. Metalwork has nearly all
its original parkerised finish. V.G. original hard rubber grips.
V.G.W.O.& C.  B/C.L.R.

424 - GLOCK 23 PISTOL
A Glock .40 caliber pistol, 4" barrel, slide shows some
holster  wear and marked Glock 23 etc. V.G. original frame.
G.W.O.& C.  B/C.L.R.

425 - COBRA PISTOL
A scarce Rhodesian 9mm cal S/auto machine pistol. 10"
Barrel with ventilated guard, the receiver and folding stock
has nearly all its original green paint finish. V.G.C. original
black rubber pistol grip and foregrip. V.G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

426 - AR10 RIFLE
A Dutch Armalite .308 caliber AR10 S/auto rifle. 22" Bar-
rel with flash hider and bayonet lug. The front sight has
been re welded on as well as the cocking handle modified to
an AR15 type. Metalwork has very thin original finish.
G.C. original stock.  F-G.W.O.& C.   E.L.R.

427 - GERMAN AR15 MAGAZINE
A top quality H&K made 45 round magazine to fit the
M16/AR15 .223 rifle. Retains all original blue finish. Ex.C.

428 - GERMAN AR15 MAGAZINE
A similar lot. Ex.C.

429 - M1 GARAND AMMO POUCH
An original ammo pouch for the U.S. military M1 Garand
rifle. Green canvas webbing with 10 cells. Marked with
faded U.S. markings. V.G.C.

430 - GRENADE POUCH
A U.S. dark green canvas tripple cell grenade pouch. V.G.C.

431 - HI POWER HOLSTER
A W.W.2. Canadian green canvas Browning Hi Power pis-
tol holster, marked and dated 1945.  Ex.C.

432 - MARLIN LEVER ACTION RIFLE
A U.S. Marlin 444S lever action rifle. 21 1/2" Round barrel
in 444S caliber with original sights and half length maga-
zine tube. The receiver fitted with Weaver scope base,
metalwork retains most original blue, thinning on a few
edges. Excellent original walnut semi pistol grip stock.
V.G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

433 - MOSSBERG 590 SHOTGUN
A top quality U.S. Mossberg Model 590 12 guage pump
action shotgun. 20" Blued barrel fitted with bead sight and
shield, 9 shot magazine. Metalwork grip butt stock and
pistol grip forend. Plus side saddle that holds an extra 6
shots.  Ex.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

434 - WINCHESTER DIAMOND GRADE S/GUN
A very high quality under & over skeet 12 guage shotgun.
27 1/2" Skeet barrels with porting and high rib and retains
nearly all its original blue finish. The receiver finished in
the white and foliage engraved in a diamond pattern, plus
marked Diamond Grade and Winchester. Excellent
chequered walnut stock with an extension made to it. V.G.-
Ex.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

435 - BETTINSOLI SHOTGUN
An Italian 12 guage U/O D/barrel shotgun. 29" Barrels with
full & 3/4 chokes, 2 3/4" chamber. The barrels and action
have near all their original blue and marked Bettinsoli in
gold on the action. Excellent original chequered walnut
stock. Ex.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

436 - 24 GUAGE SHOTGUN
A Bernadelli side by side 24 guage shotgun. 27 1/2" Barrels
have most original blue, the double trigger action is
borderline engraved and has most visible case colours.
Good original woodwork. V.G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

437 - PARKER HALE 303 RIFLE
A Parker Hale sporterised take down .404 caliber No.111
rifle. 22" Barrel with modified front sight, the action has
been fitted with a quick release side mount plus German
Geco scope. The action has been well modified to screw
apart at the wrist of the gun. V.G. Monte Carlo woodwork.
Complete in a very nice brown suede lockable travelling
case.  V.G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

438 - REMINGTON RIFLE
A Model 700 in .17 Remington caliber bolt action sporting
rifle. 23 1/2" Barrel with sights removed, the action fitted
with Weaver bases. Metalwork has most original blue fin-
ish. V.G. chequered walnut stock.  V.G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

439 - WINCHESTER .22 RIFLE
A Model 06 pump action .22 caliber rifle. 22 1/2" Barrel
with rear sight removed and 3/4 length magazine tube.
Metalwork has most original finsh. The barrel fitted with
early type telescopic sight. Good original woodwork.
V.G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

440 - MP38/40 SLING
An original German W.W.2. leather sling for the MP38/40
SMG. Nazi marked.  G-V.G.C.

441 - MP40 MAG LOADER
A magazine loader for the German W.W.2. MP38/40 SMG
marked FxO and has been refinished.  G.C.

442 - 50 CAL DUMMY ROUNDS
14 Rounds of factory dummy inert 50 caliber bullets in
link. Ideal for displays.  Ex.C.  N.L.R.
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443 - OERLIKON 40MM GUN
A British N.Z. military 40mm Oerlikon anti aircraft gun.
The gun is missing the breech block but has rotary maga-
zine and shoulder fixture. *This gun is only available for
view and pick up at SAI Guns & will not be at the auction
room.*  G.C.  C.L.R.

444 - HISPANO CANNON
A British military Hispano 20mm cal automatic cannon.
As used in the Spitfire and other military aeroplane. The re-
ceiver marked Hispano 20mm MK5* Includes air turbine, mount-
ing rails plus some 20mm dummy rounds and a home made
display stand. *This item is only available to view and pick up
at SAI Guns & will not be at the auction room*   V.G.W.O.& C.
C.L.R.

445 - RUGER SINGLE SIX REVOLVER
A Ruger .22 magnum S/action revolver. 6 1/2" Barrel,  metal
has most original finish, thinning on the ejector and
cylinder. Ex.original wooden grips. V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

446 - IVER JOHNSON REVOLVER
A Trailsman model D/action 22RF caliber revolver. 5 3/4"
Barrel with most original blue finish, thinning on frame.
V.G. original brown plastic grips. V.G.W.O.& C.       B/C.L.R.

447 - KEA GUN
A S/shot .410 caliber “Kea Gun” 12" Barrel with bead sight
marked Mugica  has been well reblued. Case coloured hard-
ened action. Good original grips.  V.G.W.O.& C.  C.L.R.

448 - IVER JOHNSON REVOLVER
A Model 1900 .22 short D/action revolver. 2 1/2" Octago-
nal barrel has most nickel plated finish. Fair condition
grips. F-G.C.  C.L.R.

449 - 2 VICTORY REVOLVERS
These 2 revolvers are sold as “Parts Only” 1 is missing
trigger and hammer mechanism, no sideplate or grips. The
other is missing the sideplate. F.C.  B/C.L.R.

450 - 3 REVOLVERS
A Harrington & Richards 380 cal 4"D/A revolver with
thinning Nickel finish. Good original grips. An un-named
Iver Johnson/H&R type .380 cal D/A nickel plated
revolver, pitting in parts. An H&R Young America D/A
.32 cal revolver. 1 3/4" Ocagonal barrel with most nickel
plated finish, 1 grip is broken.  F-GC.

451 - PAIR PERCUSSION PISTOLS
A pair of small percussion travelling pistols. 4" 80 Bore
part octagonal part round, both locks at fault. Metalwork
has grey metal finish with some pitting, steel triggerguards.
Woodwork is in very poor condition and 1 grip has broken
right thru. P.C.

452 - P14 RIFLE
A British military P14 .303 caliber rifle. 26" Barrel with
original sights & bayonet lug. Metalwork has nearly all its
original blue, thinning around the muzzle and floor plate.
British military marked. V.G. original woodwork. V.G.W.O.&
C.  A.L.R.

453 - SILENCED MAUSER RIFLE
A German model 98 Mauser with 25" including suppressor
.308 caliber barrel. Receiver marked 98 7.62 and has been
refinished. V.G. modified military stock. V.G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.

454 - MAUSER SPORTER
A sporterised Model 1897 Mauser rifle. 24" Stepped barrel
& open sights, receiver marked DWM 1897 and fitted with
German Nickel scope which is a bit cloudy. Retains most origi-
nal blue, V.G. sporterised woodwork. G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

455 - 270 MAUSER RIFLE
A sporterised .270 cal Mauser 98 rifle. 21 1/2" Barrel
marked Centurion 98 Mauser. The metalwork has most original
blue and is fitted  with scope  bases. V.G.C. chequered synthetic
stock. V.G.W. O.& C.   A.L.R.

456 - SKS RIFLE
A Chinese Norinco SKS rifle. 20" Barrel without rear or
front sight.  The receiver has been drilled for a scope
mount but none fitted. Also a bolt thru the rear of the
receiver. Magazine shortened for A category, fitted with
synthetic stock.  F-.G.C.   A.L.R.

457 - 25-06 MAUSER RIFLE
Custom rifle built on a Mauser 98 action. 23  1/2"  Stainless
heavy 25.06 barrel,  action fitted with scope bases. Also
fitted with thumb hole wood stock.  G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

458 - BSA MARTINI RIFLE
A S/shot Martini action .22LR target  rifle. 28" Heavy
barrel with target sights. Metalwork has most original fin-
ish, fitted with target rear sight. V.G.C. thumb hole wood
stock. V.G.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

459 - SPORTCO RANGE RIFLE
A S/shot Model 44 Australian Sportco Model 44 bolt action
.308 cal rifle. 26" Heavy barrel with target sight & target
rear. V.G.C. wooden  target stock. V.G.W.O.& C.  A.L.R.

460 - BAKAL SHOTGUN
A 12 guage side by side Russian shotgun. 28 1/2" Barrels,
The metalwork has most original  finish. Excellent origi-
nal woodwork. Ex.W.O.& C.   A.L.R.

461 - AK OR SKK MAGAZINES
2 Brand new 5 shot magazines for the AK47 or SKK. Ex.C.

462 - GAME BAG
A leather satchell type ammunition bag with cut outs for
rifle bulletts and space for shot shells. V.G.C.

463 - LEATHER SCABBARD
Carved leather scabbard for scoped rifle, deer  scene .  V.G.C.

464 - ITALIAN BADGE
W.W.2. Italian Fascist badge.  Woman & children one side
stylised man on other, green ribbon with metal bows. V.G.C

465 - WOODEN SPEARS
2 Hunting or fishing wooden spears, most likely from the
pacific islands. V.G.C.

466 - KUHKRI
A Kuhkri type knife with 12" polished blade with rust at
the  ase & wooden handle. G-G.C.

     ****************************************
253 - FRENCH DOUBLE FOWLER
A fine quality D/barrel flintlock fowling piece by french
maker Piraube. 30" Aproximate 20 bore S/S damascus twist
steel barrels. R/H side lock marked Piraube & borderline
engraved. The elaboraste designed cocks also relief en-
graved as well as the frizzens. L/H side lock marked Paris.
The steel furniture features deer and scenery design pluss
spider web. In front of the guard is a flora & moose design,
magnificent carved stock of top quality with florat & bor-
derline designs plus boars head on the wwrist. Silver wedge
escutcheons, steel relief engraved with web design on the fore
end going to steel baluster turned ramrod guides. Excellent origi-
nal ramrod & sling swivels. V.G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.
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CONDITION ABBREVIATIONS
EX.W.O.&C Excellent working order and condition
V.G.W.O.&C Very good working order and condition
G.W.O.&C Good working order and condition
F.C Fair condition
P.C Poor condition

LICENSE ABBREVIATIONS
A.L.R Standard firearms licesne
B.L.R Pistol  shooters license
C.L.R Collectors license
E.L.R Military style semi auto license
N.L.R No license required

White Tickets on firearms mean  standard license required
Red Tickets on firearms mean endorsed license required
Green Tickets on firearms mean no license required

NOTES

WE WILL HAVE AN ARMS OFFICER IN ATTENDANCE FOR YOU CONVENIENCE

WE WILL ALSO HAVE EFTPOS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE. WE ACCEPT VISA AND MASTER
CARD, A 3% SURCHARGE WILL APPLY FOR CREDIT CARDS. SORRY WE DO NOT ACCEPT

AMERICAN EXPRESS

POSTAL BIDDERS:
WE GUARANTEE TO GET YOUR LOTS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE HAVING REGARD TO

THE NEXT HIGHEST POSTAL BID, BIDDING OF THE FLOOR & ANY RESERVES. SEND YOUR
BIDS EARLY, IF TWO BIDS ARE THE SAME THE FIRST BID TAKES PREFERENCE

BUYERS PREMIUM:
10% BUYERS PREMIUM ON THE HAMMER PRICE APPLIES PLUS G.S.T ON THE PREMIUM

POSTAL REQUIREMENT ARMS ACT 1993
ALL FIREARMS-RIFLES,SHOTGUNS & AMMO REQUIRE AN ACCOMPANYING STATEMENT

FROM A POLICE OFFICER VALIDATING YOUR LINCENSE.  PISTOLS, RESTRICTED WEAPONS &
MILITARY STYLE SEMI AUTOMATICS (MSSA) REQUIRE A PERMIT TO PROCURE BEFORE

DELIVERY.

POSTAL BUYERS:
FAX  OR POST YOUR BIDDING FORMS TO THE NUMBER OR ADDRESS  BELOW.

PAYMENT MUST BE MADE ON RECEIPT OF INVOICE.  DO NOT WAIT UNTIL YOU GET YOUR
PERMITS.  DELAYS HOLD UP PAYMENT TO OUR VENDORS.

Telephone 649  579-3771
(ah) Telephone 649  534-6003
Fax 649  537-1629
Mobile 649  027  2683508
Email greg@guns.co.nz
Postal 11 Page Point

Howick
Auckland
NZ

    CONTACT DETAILS:
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1.     Buyers Premium. Buyers  will be charged 10% of the hammer price, G.S.T. will be charged on the buyers premium only.
Vendors will be charged 10% selling commission, plus 1% Insurance & G.S.T. on these charges only.

2.     All lots sold as shown & with all faults, imperfections & errors of description. The Auctioners act as agent: they have full
discretion to refuse any bidding or to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale without in either case giving any reason: neither
they nor the vendor are responsible for errors of description or for genuiness or authenticity of any lot or for any fault or defect
in it, & make no warrant whatever.  Due to the accurate reproduction of some badges & particularly German, we catalogue all
such items as they appear to be, this is in line with major acution houses worldwide, it is up to the bidder to satisfy himself on
any such lots.

3.     The highest bidder to be the purchaser, subject to the Auctioneers having the right to refuse bidding of any person. Should
any dispute arise as to the biddings the lot in dispute to be immediately put up for sale again at the preceeding bidding or the
Auctioneers may declare the purchaser.

4.     No person shall advance less at a bid than the sum to be nominated by the Auctioneer & no bid shall be retracted.

5.     All lots sold subject to the right of the seller or his agent to impose a reserve.

6.     The purchaser to give his name, address, firearms license details & to pay for all lots in full at the conclusion of the sale. In
default of which matters the lot or lots purchased may be immediately resold.

7.     The lots are at the buyer’s risk from the fall of the hammer & are to be taken away at the buyer’s expense, in default of
which the Auctioneers will not hold themselves responsible if the same are lost, stolen damaged or otherwise destroyed, but
they will be left at sole risk of the purchaser. If the lots are not cleared or paid for,  they may be sold immediately without prior
notice being given to the defaulter.

8.     Firearms Licenses and /or appropriate permits must be produced along with receipted invoices prior to delivery of any lot.

9.     Payment: Bank Cheque, Cash, Personal Cheques by arrangement, the Auctioneers reserve the right to request identification
in the case of any purchaser not known to the Auctioneers. Credit Cards i.e. Bank Card/Visa will be accepted, however a 3%
service charge will apply.

10.    The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible for any injury or damage to persons or property thru attempts to fire any
firearms which are sold as collectors items only, this also applies to all ammunition.

11. POSTAL BIDS:    Lots will be bought as favourably as allowed by other such bids, bidding on the floor and any reserve.
All bids must be accompanied by a signed photo copy of your firearms license.  Only successful bidders will be notified. Freight
and Packing charges incurred will be paid by the successful bidder.  we dispatch via Courier, street address or suitable drop
point, PLEASE NO PO BOXES.  We take all care but accept no responsibility.  Each package has $1500 insurance limit, also
applies to items sent by post.

12. POSTAL BIDDERS: PAYMENT MUST BE MADE ON RECEIPT OF INVOICE,  DO NOT WAIT UNTIL YOU GET
YOUR PERMITS, DELAY HOLD UP PAYMENT TO OUR VENDORS.

13. FIRST TIME BIDDERS will need to establish a line of credit by supplying credit card details

14. We accept your bids in good faith however bad debts and change of mind are not accepable. Recovery of debts will be
strongly persued through legal channels

15. If you are bidding on behalf of another person you are responsible for inspecting the item and payment.

CARVELL’S  AUCTIONS
STANDARD  CONDITIONS  OF SALE
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CARVELL’S AUCTIONS
POSTAL BIDDING FORM
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Name:

Address:

Credit Card#                                                                                           Exp      /

Signature   Firearms License#

  Prefered Method of payment - tick box: Visa�  Mastercard�  Cheque�
Bank Cheque�  Telegraphic transfer� * 3% surcharge for credit cards

�

New Postal Bidders: Will need to establish a line of credit by supplying current credit card

details in the space above, you will be given the option to choose your method of payment

We remind you to get your bids in early, if we receive two bids of the same amount the first one

received stands. We endevour to get items for you at the lowest possible price.

Fax bids by 8pm 2 days prior to the auction (649) 537-1629 or post to Carvell’s Auctions -

P0 Box 112313 Penrose 1642. Auckland. New Zealand

Payment to be made within 7 days of receiving your invoice

I agree to the terms and conditions of the auction

Signature:                                                                      Date:

Lot# Description of Lot Maximum Bid NZ$

postal bidding form cut out type.p65 4/26/2009, 11:44 AM1
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